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Hybrid Cars Compete for Speed
The Formula Hybrid competition is entering 
its second decade, giving developers and 
students an opportunity to race hybrid and 
electric vehicles for speed and endurance.

The Smallest 3-D Print Job Yet
3-D printing just got a whole lot smaller. 
Researchers at Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratories have managed to print a handful 
of objects at the nanoscale using focused 
electron beam induced deposition.

Bioengineering and 
Generative Design
An interview with Francis 

Bitanti, Studio Bitanti, who describes how 
he applies design knowledge and experi-
ence from numerous fields to the field of 
bioengineering.
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THE HUMAN-LIKE 
iPAL ROBOT

I
T’S TRUE THAT LONELINESS is not something that can always be avoided. But 
a new branch of robotics is seeking to make it a rarer condition than ever 
with human-like robot companions. The new “iPal” is one such robot, 
designed to help with the gloom. However, that name doesn’t nearly 
encompass all of the functions of this robot friend, which is also a teacher, 

an entertainer, and even a health assistant.

Kites May Be Windpower 
Solution
A Scottish wind energy developer 
is using kites and bicycles to gen-
erate small amounts of power. He 
is keeping his plans open source 
with the idea that individual units 
could provide cheap power to 
those in need. 

GPS TELLS ROBOTS WHERE TO GO

You’ve heard a lot about self-driving cars. 
Using GPS in robotics takes that idea to a new 
level, impacting industries from mining to 
manufacturing. 

TEMPORARY TATTOOS PROVIDE PERMANENT BIODATA

Researchers at Tokyo’s Waseda University 
are producing temporary electronic tattoos, 
nanometers thin, with the potential to act as a 
medical sensor and monitor, a data gatherer 
and even an alert system for the elderly.

For these 
articles 
and other 
content, visit 
asme.org.
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FROM THE EDITOR

John G. Falcioni
Editor-in-Chief

ROBOT OR NOT
HERE THEY COME
When the conversation turned to 

driverless cars at a recent Na-
tional Instruments conference 

I attended in Austin, Texas, a speaker on 
stage abruptly quipped: “I’m never calling 
them that anymore. They are ‘carbots’.” 
He was right, of course.

Call the newest types of robots what 
you want, but it’s clear that intelligent 
machines are ever more ubiquitous at 
home, at work, and everywhere else in 
between. The more we program them to 
do, the less human interaction there is. 
That has been the premise behind most 
autonomous systems, after all. 

The transformation has touched nearly 
every part of our lives, from how we listen 
to music, to how we search for directions, 
to how we make a restaurant reservation. 
The disruptions will continue and hit even 
the newest transformative business mod-
els that we only just got used to. (Uber, 
we hardly knew you.)

How these innovations transform the 
workplace is a topic we’ve hit on before.

Some economists suggest that robots 
are not taking human jobs away. They 
insist that automation is enhancing our 
access to goods and services at lower 
prices. In our pockets, for example, sit 
supercomputers that automate volumi-
nous amounts of activity that humans 
previously lacked the time or inclination 
to perform, says John Tammy, an eco-
nomics fellow and contributor to Forbes 
magazine.

Automation and robotics signal a 
tremendous spur in human productiv-
ity ahead, he said. Predicting what those 
human jobs will be is the billion dollar 
question, and those who can see what is 
presently opaque will reap the fruits of 
their clairvoyance.

There is a counterargument, however, 
that is dark and even dystopian. “As soon 
as you can get a robot for $5,000 instead 
of $100,000, as soon as you can get AI 
with better voice recognition, as soon as 
you can get full contextual AI that can 
anticipate and answer questions with-
out human intervention—that’s going 
to throw the labor markets into a tizzy,” 
said Jeffrey A. Joerres, the former CEO of 
ManpowerGroup, a multinational human 
resources consulting firm. 

“We must deal with the reality that 
when full-scale robotics and AI arrive in a 
broad-based, affordable, easily justifiable 
way, we’ll see enormous waves of work-
ers put out of work and ill-prepared to 
take on very different jobs,” Joerres told 
Harvard Business Review recently. “This 
is going to create challenges that our 
institutions are not ready for.”

This month’s cover story, “The Proving 
Grounds,” elegantly written by associate 
editor Alan S. Brown, serves to prep us 
for what lies ahead. Warehouses are labs 
for autonomy, Brown wrote. “From them 
will spring the proven technologies that 
will eventually bring autonomous robots 
to factories, hospitals, malls, city streets, 
and eventually high-speed roadways.”

Brown’s isn’t the only robotics article 
in this issue. Tom Gibson takes us on a 
tour of how a mechanical engineer at 
Harvard uses soft robotics to create a 
powered exosuit that’s being tested by 
the U.S. Army; and Kayt Sukel tells us 
about a brain-machine interface that is 
helping those who are paralyzed navigate 
the world.

There are other robot stories as well in 
this special issue. But you don’t have to 
call them robots—call them what you want. 
Just know that they’re on their way.  ME

FEEDBACK

Intelligent, 
autonomous 
systems are 
emerging. 
Are you  
enthusiastic  
or skeptical?
Email me. 

falcionij@asme.org





LETTERS & COMMENTS

Waste-to-energy, advanced 
nuclear, or cheap-but-dirty 

coal? Our readers disagree on the 
future direction of power.  

Reader Robinson 
believes the cost of 
clean energy is too 
great to bear.

DECEMBER 2016

CHEAP BEFORE CLEAN

To the Editor: Several articles in the 
December 2016 issue were premised on 
the concept that the fundamental driving 
force for changing the U.S. electric grid 
should be a fear of future climate change 
caused by burning fossil fuels. 

To me, it makes no sense to invest 

billions in reworking our grid. States like 
New York which want to show other states 
how to lead with clean energy have elec-
tricity costs more than double what my 
state charges. No thanks, New York: Ohio 
needs low-cost energy to make its manu-
facturing sector globally competitive. 

Those smart grid investments could 
instead strengthen our roads, bridges, 

airports, and other key strategic infra-
structure needs. We should not divert 
our national treasure toward fighting a 
hypothetical climate concern when we 
are facing so many other real national 
problems. 

I don’t understand why Mechanical Engi-
neering magazine has bought into climate 
change so whole-heartedly. Engineers 
should be the most rational thinking pro-
fessionals, not ones to go along with the 
emotions and propaganda of the crowd. 

As a mechanical engineer I say show 
me the facts, not the emotional political 
science talking points.

Bob Robinson, Sr., Hamilton, Ohio

CORROSION CHALLENGE

To the Editor: Though I am now retired, I 
was at one time an engineer and project 
manager at a so-called trash-to-cash 
plant and I’m still very supportive of that 

DRONES AGAINST GEESE
PAGE 10
 
GLOBAL GAS TURBINE NEWS
PAGE 41
 
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS AND CONTROL
PAGE 49
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FEEDBACK  Send us your letters and com-
ments via hard copy or e-mail memag@asme.org 
(subject line "Letters and Comments"). Please 
include full name, address and phone number.  
We reserve the right to edit for clarity, style,  
and length. We regret that unpublished letters 
cannot be acknowledged or returned.

technology as a viable renewable alterna-
tive for the United States.

That path does have its challenges, 
though, with excessive furnace wall corro-
sion and noxious gas formation within the 
boiler and convection pass areas due to 
the chemical composition of the waste. 

I was pleased to read in “Clean Power 
from Burning Trash” (February 2017) that 
the lime-paced SDA process is being used 
for the pollution control aspects, since 
that represents an excellent technology 
for that.

Robert D. Emerson, P.E., Tyler, Tex.

NEW NUCLEAR DIRECTION

To the Editor: Maybe India, with its 
abundance of thorium and lack of other 
fuel sources, might need thorium reactors 
(“Thunder on the Horizon” by Bridget 
Mintz Testa, February 2017). But the 
United States, with abundant amounts 
of so-called spent nuclear fuel to power 
fourth-generation reactors, has no need 
for that technology. 

It is criminal, and perhaps even trea-
sonous, that U.S. politicians have down-
played the only proven advanced nuclear 
reactor that exists today. 

The Integral Fast Reactor, or IFR, was 
designed, built, operated, tested, and 
proven in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
with a 24 MW pilot-scale facility at the 
U.S. Department of Energy’s Argonne 
West National Laboratory in Idaho. The 
IFR program was killed by the Clinton 
administration in 1994 just as it was ready 
for a commercial-scale demonstration, 
but the technology remains at that same 
state of readiness today in the form of 
the PRISM reactor, which is GE-Hitachi's 
commercial version of the IFR. IFR tech-
nology is designed to use all the energy in 
uranium, not just a fraction of a percent 
as in a conventional reactor, and can do 
this using nuclear waste as a fuel source.

We need to quickly take steps to transi-
tion away from fossil fuels if we are to 
avoid catastrophic climate change. PRISM 
reactors offer us a way to do so right now.

In her article Testa asked, “Does the 
(nuclear) industry just need a better fuel, 
or radical new reactors designs?” The 

answer to both questions is no. I sin-
cerely hope, in the very near future, that 
Mechanical Engineering magazine will 
have a similarly in-depth article on IFR 
and PRISM technology that is ready for 
commercial-scale implementation today. 

Bob Balhiser, Helena, Mont.

THE COUPLING. ABSOLUTE 
PRECISION 0.1-100,000 NM.
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TECH BUZZ

LEGOS AND ORIGAMI INSPIRE NEXT-
GENERATION MATERIALS

B
y folding a piece of paper and scis-
soring some of the paper away, you 
can form a variety of elaborate paper 

snowflakes. Now scientists have used the 
same approach, which comes from the an-
cient Japanese paper-folding art of origami 
and a related paper-cutting art called kiri-
gami, to come up with a new design strategy 
to make novel mechanical materials that 
have properties not found in nature.

By assembling virtual origami-inspired 
building blocks in a computer simulation 
like kids assemble Legos, the scientists 
showed that engineers could transform 
such materials, known as metamaterials, 
into mechanical cloaking devices. More 
broadly, the new strategy could help engi-
neers alter microscale folding patterns to 
design metamaterials with both the shapes 
and mechanical properties they want. 

Today’s metamaterials display mind-bog-
gling properties, and scientists have created 
primitive versions of some equally mind-
boggling devices. Metamaterials have been 
used to divert light to create superlenses 
with outstanding magnification and even 
a primitive version of a Harry Potter-eque 
invisibility cloak. 

Acoustic metamaterials divert sound 
waves and could shield an underwater ob-
ject from sonar or protect people from ear-
splitting noise. Seismic metamaterials could 
shield buildings from the seismic waves that 

TRANSFORMING 
MATERIALS

The metamaterials 
occupy the same 
volume, but their 
simulated mechanical 
properties differ. 
Image: Harvard Uni-
versity 



 HOW TO MAKE 
BETTER CERAMICS
Manufacturers are constantly searching for lighter, stronger ce-

ramics to make hotter running turbine blades, better protective 
coatings, and more versatile 3-D printer inks. Gurpreet Singh just 

might have what they’re looking for.
Singh, a professor of mechanical and nuclear engineering at Kansas 

State University, recently received a patent for a liquid polymer with the 
viscosity of water that transforms into a ceramic when heated. Several 
companies are already testing the material as a coating to prevent sen-
sor damage in 
manufacturing 
and defense 
applications, 
and for making 
less expensive 
ceramic fiber re-
inforcements for 
ceramic compos-
ites jet turbine 
blades. 

The polymer’s 
low viscosity 
makes it easy to 
form into differ-
ent shapes and 
the resulting ceramics remain stable up to 1700 °C in air, as good or better 
than many of today’s best-performing materials, Singh said. 

Its water-like viscosity could allow users to spray it onto surfaces as a 
protective coating, pour it into complex molds, or use it as an “ink” in a 3-D 
printer to make unusual parts. Heating the polymer to 50 to 100 °C boosts 
its viscosity to the consistency of honey, enabling Singh to pull it into fibers 
he can weave into a mesh or use to reinforce ceramic matrix composites. 

The new polymer contains silicon, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and 
boron. Heating drives off the hydrogen and the remaining elements form a 
silicon-carbon-nitrogen-boron ceramic. Others have used similar chem-
istry before, because making ceramics from liquids is easier than shaping 
and heating ceramic powders or machining a ceramic block.

What makes Singh’s material unique is the structure the polymer’s 
elements form after he burns off the hydrogen. In his ceramic, the boron 
bonds with the nitrogen rather than the carbon. This frees the carbon to 
form long, graphene-like strings that behave like fiber reinforcements to 
stabilize the material at high temperatures.  

“In our case, boron becomes part of the molecular network,” he said. 
He believes that the material is ready for mass production now, and that 
future work could improve the electrical properties of those carbon strings 
so the material could be used in lithium-ion batteries.  ME
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A liquid polymer with the viscosity of water transforms into
a ceramic when heated. Photo: Kansas State University

cause earthquake damage.
Jesse Silverberg, a soft-matter physi-

cist at Harvard University’s Wyss Institute 
for Biologically Inspired Engineering, and 
Nan Yang, an expert in mechatronics from 
Tianjin University in China, programmed 
a computer with the advanced computa-
tional geometry skills needed to do virtual 
origami. The program simulated taking a 
single raw material—a sheet of graphene, 
for example—and folding it loosely or tightly 
into structures that ranged from soft to stiff. 

“If you pattern a set of creases, you can 
then change the program and reprogram 
the stiffness,” Silverberg said. 

They also drew from the branch of 
origami called kirigami that creates paper 
snowflakes and other structures. To make 
them, you fold a paper, use scissors to cut 
away some of the paper, then unfold it to 
reveal the design. 

Silverberg and Yang used kirigami to 
create a lantern-like module that served as 
a building block. “Every block has its own 
unique properties and each unit is like a 
Lego,” Silverberg said. “They snap together, 
and together they give rise to the overall 
mechanical structure.” 

As proof of principle, the researchers 
constructed five virtual metamaterials: one 
a mostly solid sphere, three porous cubes 
that resembled chunks of Swiss cheese, 
and one modeled after a micro-CT scan of 
a mouse thighbone. All occupy the same 
volume, but their simulated mechanical 
properties differ greatly.

Down the road, Silverberg foresees ob-
jects that can be programmed to transform 
(via refolding) in both shape and function: a 
robot snake that transforms into a protec-
tive barrier, a folded box that transforms 
into a drone, even a solar panel that morphs 
into a satellite.

“Nine times out of ten, a cutting-edge 
technology has roots in science fiction from 
ten to twenty years ago,” Silverberg said. 

“The best way to predict the future is look 
to the past.”  ME

MEREDITH STETTNER
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GETTING BEYOND 
ROBOPHOBIA

There is good reason why the idea of 
a dystopian future in which robots 
rise up to dominate their human 

creators strikes fear in the hearts of many 
people. If it looks human and acts human, 
and does human-like tasks, but is not in 
fact actually human, it makes us uneasy.

Filmmaker James Cameron tapped 
into this very primal fear in 1984 when he 
created the T-800 robot, Arnold Schwar-
zenegger’s character in The Termina-
tor that was, in his words, “a chrome 
skeleton, like death rendered in steel.” 
Speaking to The Guardian in 2003, Cam-
eron expounded on this view of technol-
ogy, saying, “I see our potential destruc-
tion and the potential salvation as human 
beings coming from technology and how 
we use it, how we master it, and how we 

prevent it from mastering us.”
Promoting this worldview has made 

Cameron and his backers very wealthy. 
When adjusted for inflation, the Termina-
tor film franchise has grossed more than 
$2 billion worldwide since 1984. It also 
tapped into larger concerns that many 
in the technology industry, particularly 
those who are designing the next genera-
tion of real robots, are facing as artificial 
intelligence (AI) and robotics become 
part of our daily lives.

Robophobia is a real condition, in fact, 
defined by psychologist Graham Davey 
in his 1997 book, Phobias: A Handbook 
of Theory, Research and Treatment, as an 
anxiety disorder in which sufferers have 
an “irrational fear of robots, drones, 
robot-like mechanics, or artificial intel-

ligence.” Its symptoms are typical of any 
anxiety disorder: panic attacks, sweating, 
anxiousness, discomfort, and so on. But 
in the case of robophobia, they are kicked 
off by either the sight of a robot, being 
near a robot, or even just talking about 
robots. According to Davey, as much as 
20 percent of the world’s population suf-
fers from the condition.

Beyond this, many people also have 
very pragmatic concerns that robots and 
AI will soon swoop in and take their jobs, 
automating many of the tasks that hu-
man workers now perform. In this case, 
those fears are well grounded. According 
to Forrester Research, cognitive technol-
ogies like robots, AI, machine learning, 
and automation are expected to impact 
7 percent of U.S. jobs by 2025, replac-
ing 16 percent of all career fields while 
creating nearly 9 million new jobs in new 
fields like robot monitoring, data science, 
and content curation.

Technologists look to bridge the uncanny valley  
and bring humans and robots closer together.
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Overall robophobia, whether it is 
grounded in existential or economic 
concerns, is so pervasive that it is the 
next big hurdle in tech, believes Achin 
Bhowmik, the top robotics executive 
at Intel and general manager of the 
company’s Perceptual Computing Group. 
PCG is developing robots for real-world 
applications. 

Robophobia tops the list of issues now 
that many of the engineering problems 
involved in creating robots have been ad-
dressed, including autonomous naviga-
tion, 3-D vision sensing, and more.

“I strongly believe that [psychology and 
biology] are the only way to go after ful-
filling the promises that robotics has in 
making it pervasive in a human environ-
ment,” he said. “The promises are just 
amazing.”

Intel has been deploying its technolo-
gies for retail stores, home assistants, 
eldercare and more, and human-robot 
interaction is becoming a critical part of 
interface design, he says. For example, 
one of the company’s robots is designed 
to function as a mechanical hotel butler, 
interacting with guests, welcoming them 
and taking them to their room. In the 
event the person needs something from 
the front desk—an extra bar of soap or 
a toothbrush, for example—the robot 
will take that order itself and deliver the 
requested items automatically to the 
room without any human interaction. 
The technology is there to support all of 
these functions, but the big question now 
is whether humans feel comfortable and 
safe interacting with a robotic butler like 
this? What will they think when they open 
their hotel room door and see a robot 
holding their toothbrush?

“We couldn’t have done all this, rang-
ing from the human assistant robot in 
people’s homes to the hotel butler robot 
to retail store robot to your Segway, if we 
really didn’t pay a lot of attention to the 
biological aspects,” Bhowmik said.

Kevin LaGrandeur, a professor at New 
York Institute of Technology and the au-

thor of Androids and Intelligent Networks 
in Early Modern Literature and Culture: 
Artificial Slaves, believes that part of the 
aversion to robots and technology is 
cultural and is a reflection of the fact that 
many of us, Americans in particular, have 
been bombarded with negative mes-
sages about robots and AI for decades. 
Cameron’s Terminator creation is just 
one example of this.

“Robots aren’t as well accepted in 
American households as they are, say, 
in Japan where they’re actually a lot 
more popular,” he said. “To some extent 
I think the Japanese have sort of a love 
affair with robots because they’re kind 
of trained to it from the time they’re 
younger. They have more cartoons and 
shows and things that have to do with 
robotic type of technology.”

In Japan there is also a greater need 
for robotics, in part because its popula-
tion is aging and there will soon not be 
enough young people to take care of the 
older generations, he said. Robots will 
be needed to step in and handle those 
care roles, and that is a future for which 
the country is actively planning. This isn’t 
happening yet in the U.S.

Aside from this need, LaGrandeur 

believes the machines themselves are 
partly to blame for slow adoption in 
North America and Europe. Even though 
we are several decades into the robotic 
development process, many of those 
that are currently available, such as the 
Roomba, can be unreliable and confus-
ing to use, turning off those users who 
are not tech savvy. That needs to change 
before wide adoption is possible.

Yet, once robots become more multi-
functional and useful, people will become 
more comfortable seeing and interacting 
with them on a regular basis, lowering 
the barriers to entry.

“Right now you have robots that can 
carry on a conversation like Pepper, the 
new Japanese robot made with Aldeba-
ran, and it’s amusing but it can’t do much 
of anything practical,” LaGrandeur said. 
“Then, on the other hand, you have a ro-
bot that can do one thing like lift a human 
being and move it to another bed, but 
can’t do anything else. I think until we get 
more AGI, artificial general intelligence, 
people are going to see these things as of 
limited use.” ME

TIM SPRINKLE is an independent writer. For more 

articles on robotics visit www.asme.org.

continued from page 12 »

ANXIETY: ROBOTS
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3-D PRINTING HUMAN VERTEBRAE
The vertebrae are among the 

most delicate parts of the body. 
One small problem can lead to 

a lifetime of pain, perhaps even being 
confined to a wheelchair. When the prob-
lem involves the extremely rare cancer 
chordoma, the results can be fatal.

Neurosurgeon Ralph Mobbs was once 
faced with operating on a patient with 
the ailment, and chose a 3-D-printed 
implant for this potentially life-altering 
surgery. There’s pressure to begin with 
when someone’s future may hang in the 
balance, but the pressure is even greater 
when it’s the world’s first vertebrae 
implantation.

“3-D printing is at the forefront of 
medicine, where it can do everything 

from something minor to 
even saving a life,” Mobbs 
said. “I’m a big proponent of 
it for certain situations and 
here was a chance to put it 
to work for someone who 
needed this badly.”

Mobbs, who works at the 
Neurospine Clinic in Sydney, 
Australia, explains that at-
tempting to remove the can-
cer is only part of the battle. 
“It’s a very complicated area. 
After taking the tumor out, there’s the 
reconstruction of the hole you make. It’s 
difficult to replace,” he says. “The recon-
struction options were never good in the 
past and had poor outcomes. Printing a 

vertebrae that was custom was a route 
which could have strong success, but 
you need material that will marry with 
the human body and be strong enough 
to have the biomechanics continued on p.25 »

A printed titanium 
implant was inserted 
into a patient's spine. 

Photo: Ralph Mobbs
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BUILDING A MAGINOT 
LINE FOR ENERGY?
Infrastructure-building blunders can leave countries 
unprepared for unexpected challenges.

The movie Dunkirk premiers this 
month, and the famous evacuation 
of British troops retains its poi-

gnancy after 77 years. The evacuation was 
codenamed Operation Dynamo by British 
commanders, and that’s fortuitous since 
the military history of that era has some 
relevance to the energy industry today. 

Sound farfetched? Let me explain. 
In 1929, the French Republic looked to 

avert a repetition of World War I, when 
its eastern territory was overrun by the 
German army. To fend off an invasion 
from the east, France dedicated itself to 
constructing a border wall fortified by 
concrete, studded with obstacles, and 
embedded with weapons pointed towards 
Germany. This fortification, known as 
the Maginot Line, faced the German and 
Luxembourgian frontiers for hundreds of 
kilometers.

France’s keenest military minds 
had developed the concept based on a 
forward projection of recent trends and 
the memory of the devastating war. The 
intent was to slow German ground troops 
marching from the east long enough for 
French forces to respond.

The construction of the Maginot Line 
took nearly a decade and billions of 
francs, but it gave the French a very 
strong sense of security.  

As it turned out, when it was finally 

tested in battle, the Maginot Line was 
a spectacular failure. German troops 
simply went north around the fortification 
by invading through the Netherlands and 
Belgium, while the German Air Force flew 
over it to hit targets in the French interior.  
With their defensive infrastructure in the 
wrong location (too far south) and pointed 
in the wrong direction (east instead of 
north), the French could not respond.

Fortunately for the Allied troops in 
France, the German advance paused af-
ter two weeks, allowing an escape route 
through Dunkirk on the English Channel. 
And the rest was history.

The story of the Maginot Line has some 
useful lessons to offer engineers design-
ing modern energy infrastructure. 
If you build in the wrong place and 
point in the wrong direction, your 
expensive infrastructure project 
will provide you only a false sense 
of security while inviting competi-
tors to run circles around you. 

One recent example of a slow, lumber-
ing infrastructure getting outmaneuvered 
by faster-than-expected developments 
elsewhere was the American build-out 
of energy infrastructure in the form of 
import terminals for liquefied natural 
gas. In the first decade of this century, 
the smartest analysts in the government 
and industry shared the consensus view 
that domestic production of natural gas, 
which had been declining, would only 
continue to do so. That supposedly ir-
reversible trend—combined with a rising 
consumption of natural gas for power 
generation—made expanding capacity to 
import natural gas from other countries 
an infrastructure priority.

We spent billions of dollars on import 
terminals to give us a sense that we 
were prepared for our energy fate. But 
then the shale gas revolution overturned 
decades of assumptions in energy policy 
and created a Blitzkrieg of its own. U.S. 
production of natural gas surged, not only 
erasing the need for imports, but creating 
a glut that caused the energy industry to 
clamor for the ability to export its gas to 
foreign markets. 

Suddenly we discovered that our 
expensive, locked-in-place infrastructure 
was pointed the wrong way: rather than 
importing gas, we needed to export it.

Perhaps the same fate awaits other 
high-profile multi-billion dollar projects, 

such as the Keystone pipeline. I would 
not be surprised if we build that pipeline 
just in time to realize that instead of a 
south-going pipeline to bring oil from 
Canadian sands to Louisiana refineries, 
we need a north-going pipeline to bring 
natural gas from Mexican shales to Texas 
LNG export terminals.  

As the Trump administration considers 
a trillion dollar infrastructure plan and as 
the energy industry considers the trillions 
of dollars it needs to invest in the coming 
decades, these lessons of history are 
worth keeping in mind.  ME

MICHAEL E. WEBBER  is deputy director of the 

Energy Institute at the University of Texas at Austin.

“IF YOU BUILD IN THE WRONG PLACE, 
INFRASTRUCTURE WILL PROVIDE  
A FALSE SENSE OF SECURITY.” 
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From takeoff to landing, a future 
where robots could fly airliners 
isn’t far off. 

An advanced robotics system re-
cently took over a co-pilot’s role and 
landed a simulated Boeing 737.  

The Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency’s Aircrew Labor In-
Cockpit Automation System (ALIAS), 
developed by Aurora Fight Sciences 
of Manassas, Va., showcased its 
ability to utilize the existing 737 auto-
landing system to autonomously land 
the aircraft safely in the event of pilot 
incapacitation. 

In the demonstration at the U.S. 
Department of Transportation’s John A. 
Volpe National Transportation Systems 
Center in Cambridge, Mass., ALIAS ac-

tualized DA42 cockpit procedures in real 
time and, overseen by an onboard safety 
pilot, conducted a fully automated land-
ing at a simulated altitude of 3,000 ft. 

The ALIAS uses in-cockpit machine 
vision, robotic components to actuate the 
flight controls, an advanced tablet-based 

user interface, speech recognition 
and synthesis, and a knowledge 
acquisition process that facilitates 
transition of the automation system 
to another type of aircraft within a 
30-day period. 

DARPA envisions ALIAS to be “a 
tailorable, drop-in, removable kit 
that would promote the addition of 
high levels of automation into exist-
ing aircraft, enabling operation with 
reduced onboard crew.”

“As we move towards fully automated 
flight from takeoff to landing, we can 
reliably say that we have developed an 
automation system that enables signifi-
cant reduction of crew workload,” said 
John Wissler, Aurora’s Vice President of 
Research and Development.  ME

A ROBOT IN THE CO-PILOT’S SEAT
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ME: Who influenced you to pursue a career in mechanical engineering? 

E.H: I always say that engineering and racing is a genetic disorder. 
My dad was a champion motorcycle racer in the 1960s and he’s also a 
mechanical engineer. My mom is also a mechanical engineer, and both 
my brothers are electrical engineers. I was the last one to receive my 
engineering degree in my family. It was a natural choice. 

ME: What’s the mission and purpose of building the Killajoule?

E.H: The purpose of the Killajoule is to show that sustainable technolo-
gy and battery-powered electric vehicles are fast and fun. I call it “eco-
activism in disguise.” Speed is a great way of showing the capabilities 
of battery power and via the Killajoule I hope to make people aware of 
the potential of low-emission vehicles.

ME: What were some of the challenges during design and development?

E.H: Many people would think if you built something that’s ultrafast you 
would go with titanium and carbon fiber. I didn’t have a budget for re-
ally high-tech, so I had to figure out: what can I do, what can I build in 

my garage? So, the KillaJoule has a steel frame, just 
welded steel tubing. The bodywork is mostly alumi-
num, which I built with aircraft tools and aircraft-
style manufacturing techniques, except for the nose, 
which is a regular fiberglass composite.

ME: Why did you opt for 3-D printing some of its parts?

E.H: I would have to admit that I’m kind of obsessed 
with 3-D printing. It is the best way to create really 
complex shapes. I used a 3-D printer to create a 
3-D printed skin or airfoil for the sidecar, and it will 
provide me the absolutely perfect down force to get 
optimal grip at the Bonneville Salt Flats. 

ME: What are some of the aspects of engineering that 

make it a particularly good career path for women?

E.H: Engineering is arts and crafts for grownups. You 
just grab more advanced materials and tools. When 
I talk to young women, I tell them that modern engi-
neering is not about muscle power and lifting stuff. 
It’s more about brain power, handling complex tasks, 
and project management. Women are traditionally 
good at that. 

ME: What advice would you give to young students 

aspiring to be engineers?

E.H: I give one main advice to all kids and young 
adults who want to go into engineering: you have to 
do your math homework. Math is the language of 
science. And you don’t have to like math, you just 
have to do math. ME

CHITRA SETHI

Q&A 
EVA HÅKANSSON

WHAT DOES A WOMAN DO WITH AN ENGINEERING 
degree, a well-stocked garage, and the desire to con-
struct something that’s never been built before? If she’s 
Swedish-born Eva Håkansson, she creates the Killa-
joule, the world’s fastest electric streamliner motorcy-
cle. A proud tree-hugger and speed junkie, Håkansson 
is not only the world’s fastest female motorcycle rider, 
but she is also driven to demonstrate that battery-
powered electric vehicles are fast and fun—and that 
engineering is a great career choice for women.
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Tune into this webinar to learn how to 
model heat transfer between solids and fl uids 
using the COMSOL Multiphysics® software.

We must consider thermal characteristics 
in product development. One example is 
systems that include temperature control 
combining conduction in solids and 
convection in fl uids.

In this webinar, we will discuss heat 
transfer between solids and fl uids and 
highlight examples with convection, 
radiation, and conduction; electromagnetic 
heating; and structural thermal expansion. 
You will also get a live demonstration of 
modeling heat transfer in COMSOL 
Multiphysics® and creating an app with 
a customized user interface based on 
the model.

You can ask questions at the end of the 
webinar during the Q&A session.
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SOLAR-POWERED AERATION  
BOOSTS YIELD
A SOLAR THERMAL AERATOR 
prototype could improve aqua-
culture in developing countries.

A low-cost solar fish pond aerator 
could boost yields in most of the 
world’s aquaculture operations. 

Most artificial ponds worldwide are on 
family farms and other small-scale 
operations in developing countries. 
There, traditional aerators that require 
electricity can be costly and impractical. 
The new passive device, created by a re-
search team at the University of Toronto 
in Ontario, mixes pond water using heat 
from the sun. Its design sets it apart 
from traditional aerators as it requires no 
electricity, has no moving parts, and can 
be manufactured and maintained locally 
from readily available parts.

“What happens in these ponds is you 
end up with lots of dissolved oxygen in 
the top layer of the pond, but sunlight 
doesn’t penetrate deep enough to get 
oxygen into the rest of the pond. Our 
device circulates those layers,” said Amy 
Bilton, the principal investigator at the 
University of Toronto’s Water and Energy 
Research Lab, who is leading the work.

The problem with artificial fish ponds 
is that the fish die off if the water’s 
oxygen levels are too low. Fish can even 
get sick if there is too much oxygen. The 
ponds have natural oxygen generators in 
the form of phytoplankton at the water’s 
surface. These photosynthetic plants 
produce oxygen that dissolves in the 
water around them. 

But in the still fish ponds, no currents 
mix the upper and lower layers of water. 
That sets up a thin band of safe water 
for the fish and a fragile environment for 
their survival. The water near the top of 
the pond can become supersaturated 
with oxygen so that it releases the gas 
into the atmosphere. That high concen-

tration can be toxic to the fish, while 
deeper down, oxygen levels are too low 
for their survival.

The Solar Updraft Aeration system, 
as the new aerator is called, sets up a 
convection current. As the sun strikes a 
plate on the water’s surface, the device 
channels its energy downward to heat the 
walls of a vertical metal tube and a flared 
base on the bottom of the pond. The 
water under the base and inside the tube 
becomes warm and expands, forcing it 
upward through the tube and out holes in 
the tube just under the pond’s surface.

Prototypes for the device have entered 
field tests in partnership with research-
ers at BRAC University in Bangladesh. 
With funding from USAID, the research-
ers are building at least 80 aerators.

Studies so far suggest the devices 
could finally put aeration in reach for im-
poverished farmers. That could translate 
into more fish.

Modeled simulations suggest that per-
formance is surprisingly good. Aerators 
built with a vertical tube height of 0.5–1 
meter, and a base flare length of 0.8–1.2 
meters, could lift more than 1,500 liters 

of water per hour.
Real-world measurements of a pond 

that is two meters deep found that the 
bottom layer maintains an oxygen level 
of 2–3 milligrams per liter, while the 
topmost layer fluctuates between 4 mg/l 
at night, when the phytoplankton are not 
producing oxygen, up to 12 mg/l during 
the day.

Laboratory models based on those 
measurements suggest that the new 
aerator can raise dissolved oxygen in the 
lowest layer so that it fluctuates between 
6 mg/l at night to nearly 14 mg/l during 
the day. If that is borne out in the real 
world, it may mean that aerators can mix 
the water sufficiently to create top-layer 
conditions throughout the entire depth of 
the pond.

“We’re always looking at how to do 
things better,” Bilton said. “Since the 
pilot, we’ve made some substantial 
changes to them. They keep getting more 
efficient and effective.” ME

ROB GOODIER is managing editor at Engineering for 

Change. To read more about development engineer-

ing, go to Engineeringforchange.org.

Ali Ebrahimi, Amy Bilton, Shakya Sur, and Ahmed Mahmoud (left to right) stand by a fish 
pond at BRAC Fisheries in Sreemangal, Bangladesh.  Photo: University of Toronto
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Soft robotics is a hot field. Up to 
now, however, those robots have 
had limits on their mobility: Slink-

ing and crawling was possible, walking 
through rough terrain was not.

Now, engineers at the University of 
California, San Diego, have developed 
a 3-D-printed, four-legged soft robot 
operated with pneumatic 
actuators that can climb 
over obstacles and walk 
on rough surfaces, such 
as sand and pebbles.

The researchers used 
an advanced 3-D printer 
that can print two types 
of material in the same 
component. This enabled 
the researchers to design 
and build complex legs 
that had both rigid and 

flexible parts. According to UCSD me-
chanical engineering professor Michael 
Tolley, who heads the lab that built the 
walking soft robot, 3-D printing soft and 
rigid components together rather than 
relying on molds to manufacture them is 
both cheaper and faster.

Each leg is constructed with rigid 

rings surrounding three sets of flexible 
bladders. The bladders can be inflated 
individually or all at once. Inflating just 
one bladder causes the leg to bend, while 
inflating them all straightens the leg.

By inflating and deflating the bladders 
in sequence, the robot can pick up its 
legs and walk. The researchers tested 

the robot on large rocks, 
inclines, and sand—and 
even programmed the 
robot to squat down and 
crawl. 

For now, the robot is 
tethered to an external 
air pump, but the hope is 
to miniaturize the system 
and power supply so that 
future soft, pneumatic 
robots could be fully  
autonomous. ME

PRINTING SOFT LEGS THAT CAN SCRAMBLE OVER ROCKS

Each leg of 
this robot is 
constructed from 
rigid rings.  
Photo: UCSD
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PRACTICAL ROBOTS

The self-driving IVO 
prototype weighs only 

33 lb. and costs $1,600.
Image: Ben-Gurion Univ.

THE POTENTIAL FOR ROBOTS to become part of our everyday lives is not as far off as we 
think. With improvements in AI, robotics is progressing rapidly. It is not hard to imagine a very 
near future with robotic drivers, rescue workers, and caretakers. This month, we look at two 
labs that are intent on helping robots fulfill these and other roles in a practical way.

THE LAB  Laboratory for Autonomous Robotics, Ben-Gurion University of the 
Negev, Israel. Hugo Guterman, director and professor of electrical and computer 
engineering.

OBJECTIVE  Develop a robotic driver that consumers can install easily in any 
vehicle—perfect for the two-car family, person with disabilities, or trucking 
companies. 

DEVELOPMENT  A robot built using available technology that can steer
a vehicle and operate its pedals.

BRINGING THE DRIVER WITH YOU

Forget the stress of daily commute. A new robotic driver 
that consumers can install in any vehicle in a matter of 
minutes would free us to make better uses of our time.

The robot, called IVO for Intelligent Vehicle Operator, 
consists of a combination of vision sensors and mechanical 
systems to steer and work the gas and brake pedals. Users 
input a location using Google Maps and the robot drives there 
autonomously while detecting and avoiding obstacles.

A team led by Hugo Guterman, a professor at Ben-Gurion 
University of the Negev, thought up the idea while compet-
ing in the DARPA Robotics Challenge. The competition called 

for developing semi-autonomous search and rescue robots 
that could drive to a disaster, then leave the car to search the 
rubble.

“We were unable to put the robot inside the car because it 
was very complicated,” Guterman said. Instead, they re-
thought the problem and developed a 33 lb. robot they could 
install on any car or truck.

IVO works like a human driver. Users belt it into the driver’s 
seat. A three-pronged gripper at the end of an adjustable arm 
grabs the steering wheel. Two extendable actuators attach to 
the brake and gas pedals, moving up and down to work them. 

IVO monitors road conditions using a camera developed by 
Guterman that removes the effect of background light so it is 
not blinded by the sun. The robot’s cameras also look around 
and explore its environment. An additional camera faces the 
dashboard so IVO can assess indicator lights and gauges for 
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Cassie may have 
backward-facing 
knees, but it walks 
like a human. 
Photo: Oregon St. Univ.

THE LAB  Dynamic Robotics Laboratory, Oregon State University. Jonathan Hurst, 
director and associate professor of robotics and mechanical design.

OBJECTIVE  Design a robot capable of walking and running using passive dynam-
ics and antagonistic torque.

DEVELOPMENT  Based on the spring mass model, the robot can walk and run 
with a gait essentially indistinguishable from a human’s.

LEARNING TO WALK

overheating, low gas, and other problem. 
IVO’s simple design and straightforward functionality will 

make it easily affordable once production increases, Guter-
man said. While it does not provide all the functionality of a 
vehicle built for autonomous driving, consumers can retrofit 

the $1,600 unit into existing cars. 
Guterman believes IVO might one day chauffeur people 

with handicaps, replace human drivers for safer and more 
efficient rescues under difficult conditions, and perhaps even 
replace truckers on long-haul routes.  ME

Robots find walking incredibly difficult to master, which 
keeps them from performing many useful tasks. Re-
searchers at Oregon State University’s Dynamic Robotics 

Laboratory have created a set of robotic legs that they hope will 
change the game for search and rescue, factories, retail outlets, 
and even such mundane tasks as grocery shopping, said Jona-
than Hurst, an associate professor at the university.

Hurst named the robot Cassie after the cassowary bird. 
Cassie consists of a squat torso with swinging hips. Attached 
to each hip is a two-part leg with a backward-facing knee. The 
structure resembles a cassowary, but Cassie’s gait is almost 
indistinguishable from that of a human.

The innovative design started as a model that looked at 
walking as an interaction of perfect springs and mass. Many 
engineers take this approach. To make Cassie’s gait more natu-
ral, Hurst used the model to explore the concept of antagonistic 
torque, where the contraction of one spring is balanced by the 
relaxation of an opposite spring. This plays out with every step 
Cassie takes. A motor pushes a leg forward and then lets it drop. 
As it falls, the motor applies torque passively to brake the fall. 

Passive braking gives Cassie its stability. Ordinarily, when en-
ergy goes into a spring, it comes out in uncontrolled ways. Using 
the motor to damp the fall of the leg provides greater control.

Cassie’s next challenge is to climb stairs. As humans ap-
proach stairs, we plan our foot's trajectory and the torque 
needed to balance on the step. Cassie must make these calcula-
tions in real time. “If robots can successfully go where humans 
can go, imagine all the things they can change,” Hurst said. ME

MOLLIE BLOUDOFF-INDELICATO is a science and health writer based in  

Washington, D.C.
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NASA TESTS NANOTUBE COMPOSITE PRESSURE VESSEL 

NASA has successfully flight tested 
a tank made from carbon nano-
tube fiber-based composites. The 

Composite Overwrapped Pressure Vessel 
flew aboard a sounding rocket launched 
from NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility in 
Virginia on May 16.

The payload, launched from a Black 
Brant IX suborbital sounding rocket, flew 
to an altitude of about 154 miles before 
descending by parachute and landing in 
the Atlantic Ocean.  

Researchers at the space agency hope 
that the COPV, which is a tank wrapped in 
carbon-fiber yarn reinforced with carbon 
nanotubes, can be as much as twice as 
strong as a tank made from conventional 
aerospace carbon fiber reinforced epoxy. 
The ultimate goal is to use carbon nano-
tube composites in the cryotank, provid-
ing a 30 percent reduction in the mass of 
next generation launch vehicles.

The COPV is a joint effort by NASA’s 
Glenn Research Center in Cleveland, 
Langley Research Center in Hampton, 

Va., and the Marshall Space Flight Center 
in Huntsville, Ala. The space agency 
collaborated with Nanocomp in Merri-
mack, N.H., to make nanotube yarns and 
sheets, with the space agency develop-
ing specialized processing methods to 
fabricate COPVs.

The flight test was intended to mea-
sure the tensile properties of a carbon 
nanotube fiber-based composite tank 
over that of conventional carbon fiber 
epoxy composites. 

At press time, the results of the flight 
had not been released. ME

A tank made from carbon nanotube fiber-based composites was successfully flight tested 
on a sounding rocket in May. Photo: NASA

Fashions come and go, but one 
constant is that Americans will 
buy large vehicles. According to 

the U.S. Department of Energy, more 
than half of the 17 million light-duty 
vehicles sold in the United States in 2016 
were either pickup trucks or sport utility 
vehicles.

In spite of their perception of being 
more environmentally friendly, electric 
and hybrid vehicles are subject to the 
same tendency. The DOE figures show 
that 23 percent of the fully electric ve-
hicles sold in the US. in 2016 were SUVs 
and 35 percent were classified as large 
cars. (Another 3 percent were station 
wagons.) In total, 86,731 EVs were sold in 
the U.S. last year.

Plug-in hybrids, which have batteries 
that can be recharged via an outlet in 
addition to standard gasoline engines, 
were more modest in size. Of the 72,885 

PHEVs sold last year, only 16 percent 
were large cars or SUVs while 44 percent 
were either compacts or sub-compacts. 

Far more hybrid-electric vehicles were 

sold last year, some 346,949. Of those, 
SUVs, station wagons, and large cars ac-
counted for 26 percent of sales, while 63 
percent were midsize cars. ME

Volvo's plug-in hybrid version of their full-size XC-90 SUV.

AMERICANS LOVE BIG (ELECTRIC) CARS
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that are needed.”
The team took a model of the metas-

tasis and made another model for the 
operation. They used porous titanium 
for the reconstruction implant and used 
CAD to design the final product. “Tita-
nium can be a great material because it 
has mechanical properties that, if used 
in the right way, can provide structural 
support,” he said. “It also allows you to 
be extremely fine in detail.”

Despite Mobb's enthusiasm for the 
technology involved, the pressure was 
increased by the fact that he couldn’t 
simply take part of the tumor out and 
then come back for the rest another 
time, he says. But he had to do what 
he could and perform the surgery. “I’m 
happy to say the process of implanting 
went well. The hole was the same as 
had been preplanned and it went per-
fectly, like a key into a lock,” he said.

There weren’t any complications from 
the implant, materials, or mechanics, 
he added. “But there were in terms of 
speech because we had to go through 
the mouth,” he said. “But the tumor, 
thankfully, was removed.”

With 3-D printing having encouraging 
results, Mobbs says a new challenge 
may be patient expectations and want-
ing a perfect image of how things were 
before surgery, something that isn’t 
always possible.

Still, he looks forward to the time 
when his profession can perfect the 
technology and says his team has 
more options open to them in Austra-
lia, where they don’t have the same 
regulatory constraints as other parts 
of the world. “It’s gratifying to see this 
implantation through 3-D printing be a 
possible choice,” he said. “Defining a 
problem and finding the solution, that’s 
what it’s all about for so many in my 
field. This is the future, and patients can 
find improved lives from it.”  ME

ERIC BUTTERMAN is an independent writer. For 

more on biomedical engineering, go to aabme.org.
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Cheap 3-D printers extrude plastic 
while high-end ones sinter metal. 
Now a group of engineers at 

Lawrence Livermore National Labora-
tory and elsewhere have demonstrated 
the printing of transparent glass. The 
breakthrough could lead to new ways of 
designing and building lasers and other 
devices that rely on optical elements.

Other groups have had limited success 
in printing glass. The challenge they 
faced was that the methods they used, 
which were similar to heat treatments 
used for materials like plastic or metals, 
didn’t allow the glass to fuse together 
neatly. The resulting glass was full of 
bubbles or irregularities that degraded its 
usefulness in high quality optics.

The Lawrence Livermore approach 
does not print molten glass directly. 

Instead, the researchers suspended 
silica particles with highly controlled flow 
properties in a solution to create a slurry 
that can be extruded at room tempera-
ture via a direct-ink writing process.

The printed components then undergo 
a carefully designed thermal treatment 
to densify the parts and remove evidence 
of the printing process. That heat treat-
ment turns the 3-D-printed part from 
opaque to transparent. 

Finally, the processed parts are given 
an optical-quality polish. 

The researchers said the approach 
doesn’t require high temperatures dur-
ing printing, thereby allowing for higher 
resolution features.

The method could enable technolo-
gists to print glass that incorporates 
different refractive indices in a single flat 

optic, as opposed to the special shapes 
that are required for constant composi-
tion glasses to achieve similar lensing 
characteristics. Such parts promise to be 
cheaper and easier to make than conven-
tional optics.

The research was reported in the April 
28 edition of Advanced Material.

The ability to print glass may have 
an impact beyond optics. Microfluidic 
devices are often made from glass, due 
to its optical transparency, chemical 
resistance, and mechanical properties. 
But glass is difficult to machine and etch 
in the way necessary to produce complex 
microfluidic devices. 

The 3-D printing of glass could make 
complex microfluidic devices easier to 
make, opening up possibilities in bioengi-
neering and chemistry.  ME

200MW

BIG NUMBER

Peak power capacity of a German 
mine being converted to a pumped-
hydro storage station.
MINES LEFT UNATTENDED OFTEN FILL with water. In fact, one of 
the earliest applications for steam engines was to power 
mine pumps. Now the state of North Rhine-Westphalia in 
northwest Germany plans to turn the Prosper-Haniel coal 
mine into a 200 megawatt pumped-storage hydroelectric 
reservoir, once the mine closes for good next year. When 
complete, as much as 1 million cubic meters of water 
will descend from reservoirs to the abandoned tunnels 
1,200 meters below the surface, where the water will power 
hydroturbines. The energy stored at Prosper-Haniel will 
help compensate for intermittent wind and solar power.

OPTICAL LENSES FROM A 3-D PRINTER

MOBILE  DNA DETECTION

A team of researchers at UCLA is taking DNA detection 
out of the lab by developing a new technique that lever-
ages the sensors and optics of cellphones to read light 

produced by a detector dye mixture that reports the presence of 
DNA molecules.

Nucleic acids, such as DNA or RNA, are used in tests for 
infectious diseases, genetic disorders, and cancer mutations 
that can be targeted by specific drugs. The samples used in 
standard diagnostic tests contain only tiny amounts of disease-
related nucleic acids. Clinicians amplify the number of nucleic 
acids making them easier to find with fluorescent dyes for opti-
cal detection. Both the amplification and the optical detection 
steps require costly and bulky equipment, largely limiting their 
use to laboratories.

To adapt a cellphone to detect the light produced from dyes 
associated with amplified DNA while those samples are in 
standard laboratory containers, such as well plates, the UCLA 
team developed a cost-effective, field-portable fiber optic 
bundle. The fibers in the bundle routed the signal from each 
well in the plate to a unique location of the camera sensor area. 
This handheld reader is able to provide comparable results to 
standard benchtop readers, but at a fraction of the cost.

Researchers from three UCLA entities—the Henry Samu-
eli School of Engineering and Applied Science, the California 
NanoSystems Institute, and the David Geffen School of Medi-
cine—showed their new method for low-cost optical detection 
in a study published online in the journal ACS Nano. ME



L ifting weights is a two-person job: 
One person works out while an-
other acts as the spotter. Thanks 

to a team of undergraduate mechanical 
engineering students at Rice University 
in Houston, the spotter may soon be 
redundant. 

As part of a senior design project, the 
team of five students developed a system 
that enables athletes to lift dumbbells or 
free weights safely. 

The key is a dead man’s switch created 
in the university’s Oshman Engineering 
Design Kitchen. The mechanism consists 
of two dumbbells, each attached by a 
clamp to a three-point ratchet-and-pawl 
system and a cable that spools up on 
a wheel, both anchored to the core of 
a self-spotting device above. Press an 
easy-to-grip button on the dumbbell and 
a linear solenoid slips the pawl out of 
the ratchet, allowing the weight trainer 
to lift freely. Release the button and the 
solenoid hoists the spring-loaded pawl 
back onto the ratchet and the weight 
halts instantly in midair, eliminating the 
danger of a bone-crushing accident if the 
lifter loses his grip. 

The system also needed to keep the 
weights from swinging in when stopped. 
The team discovered the multiple-cable 
systems that suspend stunt actors on 
camera but keep them from flying wildly 
through the air. 

The engineering team, which called 
themselves the Smart Bells, demon-
strated one set of rigged dumbbell at the 
George R. Brown School of Engineering 
Design Showcase held in April at Tudor 
Fieldhouse on the Rice campus. 

The project was prompted by a request 
from the Rice athletic department, which 
had asked engineering students to design 
a safer way for athletes to work out. 

“This project was personal for me,” 
said team member Luke Daniels, who 
weight-trains a few times a week. “I don’t 
do dumbbells that often because I usually 
can’t find a spotter and I don’t feel com-
fortable doing it without one.” One of his 
fellow Smart Bells was a linebacker for 
the Rice football team. Athletes who miss 

workouts risk injury on the field.
The team members graduated this 

spring and the device is in now in the 
hands of university technicians after a 
minor malfunction required a part to be 

ordered. The hope is to have the device up 
and running, and in the Rice weight room, 
before the football season begins.  ME

MEREDITH NELSON
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Automotive engineers were explor-
ing new engine types for cars when 
this article was first published in 
July 1957.

An engineer working with Fiat described the eff orts 
by the Italian carmaker to develop a gas turbine 
engine suitable for use in cars.

A. Carelli, assistant staff engineer, Corso G. Agnelli, Turin, Italy

GAS TURBINES
FOR AUTOMOBILES

The development of present road vehicles has been affected deeply 
by the reciprocating-engine characteristics. If this type of engine 
were replaced by the gas turbine, the entire vehicle layout should 

be revised because the characteristics of the two engines are quite differ-
ent. For this reason, to evaluate the chance of success of the gas turbine 
in the automotive field, a comparison between the two types of engine 
would be inconclusive. The comparison must be extended to the whole 
vehicles they would drive. In other words, the success of gas turbines 
depends upon the possibility of equaling or even improving with a gas-
turbine vehicle the performance and costs of the reciprocating-engine 
vehicle…. 

These considerations must be kept in mind when choosing the gas-
turbine cycle for automotive applications. So far, the cycles used are of 
the simple and regenerative type. All other cycles with intercooling or 
reheating have been discarded as too complex. 

The most important difference between simple-cycle and regener-
ative-cycle engines is in the weight, which is lower former type, and in 
the specific fuel consumption, which is lower in the latter. Therefore it is 
very difficult to say which of the two types would be more suitable vehicle 
propulsion.

In addition to the chosen cycle, propulsion requirements and perfor-
mance of each element will influence the engine layout. All present au-
tomotive gas turbines, for propulsion requirements, are of the two-shaft 
type with free-power turbine and it is likely that they will continue to be 
so in the future. Better performance justifies the general use of centrifu-
gal compressor and axial-flow turbines….

If applied to automotive traction, gas turbines will involve new solu-
tions both in chassis and body. These solutions have yet to be investigat-
ed in detail and therefore it is impossible to anticipate whether the new 
type of engine will replace the reciprocating engine. Assuming this will 
happen, the substitution will be earlier and more extensive in the United 
States where passenger car average power ratings exceed 200 hp, rather 
than in Europe where the average power hardly reaches 60 hp. Because 
of the difficulties involved in developing a gas turbine with such a low 
power output, in Europe—at least initially—applications will be limited to 
larger or sports cars requiring over 100 hp. ME

INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR
As Carelli’s article was published, 

scientists around the world kicked off 
the International Geophysical Year. IGY 
was born when top scientists met and 
agreed the time was ripe for a multina-
tional scientific campaign: Soviet leader 
Joseph Stalin had died a few years ear-
lier and the prospects for cooperation 
across the Iron Curtain were better than 
they had been for decades. Sixty-seven 
countries participated in IGY projects, 
which covered Earth sciences: aurora 
and airglow, cosmic rays, geomagne-
tism, gravity, and more. IGY occurred at 
the peak of solar cycle 19, during which 
extensive recording of sunspot activity 
began. Even though campaign had year 
in its name, the program of expeditions 
lasted 18 months.

A stamp issued by Japan in 1957 
to com memorate the International 
Geophysical Year depicts the Japanese 
research ship, Soya, and a penguin.

LOOKING BACK

TECH BUZZ // VAULT JULY 1957
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BY THE NUMBERS:
NEW FACTORING 

ON CAPACITY
Renewables 
and baseload 
are starting 
to converge.

It was Charles Dudley Warner, not his more famous 
friend, Mark Twain, who first quipped, “Everybody 
complains about the weather, but nobody does anything 

about it.” These days, that isn’t necessarily true: Engineers 
are harnessing the weather—specifically sunshine and 
wind—and using it to generate power to put on the grid. 

Michael Liebreich, chairman of the advisory board at 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, pointed out at a talk in 
April that the effects of these weather-based renewable 
energy sources are becoming increasingly felt in power 

markets. Internationally, renewable energy (excluding 
hydropower) has grown to 25 to 30 percent in Germany, 
Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom. As recently as 2006, 
renewables accounted for around 2 percent in the U.K. and 
9 percent in Germany.

In the United States, Liebreich said, non-hydro renewable 
grid penetration is 30 percent or more in states as varied as 
Idaho, California, Iowa, and Maine. 

In addition to the weather, engineers have long com-
plained about the low capacity factor inherent in solar 

CAPACITY FACTORS FOR SELECTED UTILITY-SCALE GENERATORS

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration
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and wind power. What about at night when the wind 
doesn’t blow? 

Beginning in 2015, the U.S. Energy Information Admin-
istration began publishing data about the capacity factors 
of various generating technologies in its Electric Power 
Monthly, with the data itself dating back to 2013. The 
capacity factors for utility-scale solar photovoltaic panels 
are about what one would expect, around 26 percent annu-
ally, with summer months reaching as high as 35 percent 
before dipping into the mid-teens in mid-winter. Wind 
does better—and in some blustery months wind produced 
40 percent or more of nameplate capacity across all U.S. 
turbines—but the average over the whole year is steadily 
around 33 percent. 

Even if only a fraction of the nameplate solar or wind 
capacity is available over a given day or month, grid man-
agers are becoming more sophisticated in their forecast-
ing—and the actual capacity has increased so much—that 
less traditional baseload power is needed. That’s reflected 

in the capacity factor figures for coal and gas generation. 
As recently as 2014, the annual capacity factor for coal 
plants was over 60 percent and reached nearly 72 percent 
in February 2014. Since then, however, the need for coal 
power has been eroded by both renewables and gas-fired 
plants. In March 2016, for instance, coal plants produced 
only 35.6 percent of their nameplate capacity, a far smaller 
capacity factor than wind produced that month. 

Meanwhile, gas-fired generation—both peaking plants 
as well as combined-cycle gas turbines—were being 
relied upon to fill the gaps, and their capacity factors were 
increasing as a result.

According to Bloomberg’s Liebreich, as the price of 
renewables continues to fall, this “base cost power” will 
replace baseload power as the driver of the energy system. 
If that happens, it will make talk about the weather far 
more important than idle chatter. ME

JEFFREY WINTERS
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Bruce Welty would never have entered 
the robotics industry if Amazon had not 
forced his hand. 

Welty and his partner had built a 
world-class e-commerce fulfillment facility, 
Quiet Logistics, by deploying robots sold by 
Kiva Systems. 

In a typical warehouse, workers spend about 
three-quarters of their time walking the aisles 
and only one-quarter of their time picking 
goods from shelves. At Quiet Logistics, the Kiva 
robots, which looked like large orange step 
stools with wheels, zipped down the aisles, 
slipped under 1,000-pound shelves, locked 
and lifted them, and delivered the shelves to 
the packing tables. Once there, lights on the 
shelves showed workers which products to 
pack. 

“You almost couldn’t make a mistake,” 
Welty said. And by eliminating time wasted by 
walking to a shelf, Kiva helped Quiet Logistics 
fulfill orders with only a fraction of the usual 
workforce. 

Welty and his partner were more than 
warehouse operators—they had previously run 
a business building warehouse management 
systems to monitor and organize the flow of 
products through the warehouse. Linking their 
system with Kiva’s software made the robot 
even smarter and dramatically improved ware-
house throughput.

Welty became a Kiva evangelist, and Kiva 
brought potential customers to his warehouse. 
One group came from Amazon, the world’s 
largest operator of e-commerce warehouses. 
Amazon came away so impressed, it bought 
Kiva for $775 million in the summer of 2012. 

The next year, Amazon would use all future 
Kivas in its own warehouse. 

“We couldn’t operate without robots,” Welty 
said. “We needed the cost savings.” 

Welty traveled to other robot companies 
with warehouse initiatives, but came back 
thoroughly unimpressed.

“They had robots that could work in a ware-
house,” Welty recalled. “But if we helped them 
build a warehouse robot, they would end up 
with a really valuable company that someone 
else would buy. It was stupid to take the risk. 

“We thought about it and decided that build-
ing our own robot was not that difficult to do.” 

That’s how Welty and his partner founded 
Locus Robotics, based in Wilmington, Mass. 

Locus is just one of dozens of startups try-
ing to conquer the warehouse market. Some, 
like Fetch Robotics, 6 River Systems, and Plus 
One Robotics, have pedigrees with the leaders 
in the robotics field. But others are outsid-
ers. Indianapolis-based Bastian Solutions is a 
materials automation company. Autonomous 
Shelf, founded in Shanghai, coded warehouse 
software. Austria’s Knapp makes sophisticated 
conveyor systems. Swisslog builds conveyors 
and warehouse software. 

Warehouse companies that don’t figure out 
how to compete against Amazon and its fleet 
of 45,000 to 50,000 robots won’t survive long. 
And with Amazon holding onto its Kiva robots, 
these robot startups have a ready market. 
Thankfully for them, the rapid emergence of 
a supply chain of sensors, hardware, and soft-
ware, plus a talented engineering workforce 
makes building autonomous mobile robots 
easier than ever.

Thanks to an emerging supply chain of hardware, 
software, and engineers, warehouses have become 

the test bed of innovation for autonomous robots.

Locus Robotics' Enable robot interacts with workers 
autonomously. Founder Bruce Welty got into the 
business when Amazon refused to sell him more 
robots.
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So, while driverless cars make front-page 
news, the more controlled environment of 
the warehouse has made it the ground zero 
for commercial autonomous robots—and a 
showcase for how engineers will develop and 
integrate smart robots in the future.

Automating Warehouse Operations 
Warehouses used to be the hub of a rela-

tivelysimple logistics operation. They received 
and stored pallets of identical goods from 
manufacturers and importers, and then sent 
boxes via a conveyor belt or cart to trucks 
destined for retail outlets. Walmart combined 
sales monitoring and automatic replenishment 
to perfect this model and dominated American 
retail in the 1990s.

Over the past 15 years, however, warehouses 
have undergone a revolution. The economics 
of loading entire boxes onto a truck bound for 
a single destination broke down when online 
orders from consumers required opening the 
boxes, fishing out a single item, and then bun-
dling just two or three items into a shipment to 
a home address.

“There were lots of shakeouts all the time,” 
Welty said. “It was hard to track a million 
items, and every time someone stored some-
thing in the wrong location, it led to another 
error in shipping. It was expensive to manage 
and hard to make money.”

Automating warehouse operations via Kiva 
robots was a way to bring down costs and im-
prove quality control. Connecting warehouse 
software with Kiva’s control system enabled 
warehouse operators to reconcile deliveries, 
orders, and shipments on the fly without ever 
shutting down to count inventory. The system 
would constantly rearrange shelves to place 
the most popular items closest to packers, and 
could store popular items in several locations, 
so it had more ways to deliver products quickly 
or supply the same product to several packers 
at a time.

Kiva warehouses make storage robot-only 
areas to keep humans away from half-ton 
moving shelves. Because there is no human 
or forklift traffic, operators can place shelves 

Amazon operates more than 45,000 
Kiva robots. They boost throughput by 
bringing shelves to packers.



closer together and squeeze up to 25 percent 
more storage into the same area. The robot sec-
tion needs no heat or light. There is also much 
less opportunity for theft.

Welty loved Kiva's advantages, but after four 
years he also saw its flaws. To find locations, 
Kiva required thousands of bar-coded floor 
stickers that had to be maintained. When 
things fell off shelves, workers had to enter 
the robot-only area to retrieve them. Kiva’s 
infrared sensors did not always prevent serious 
accidents, and units grounded to a stop when 
dust and grime clogged their exposed drives.

While Kiva cost much less than a sophisti-
cated conveyor system, it was still expensive. 
Welty, for example, spent more than $10 mil-
lion and had to configure his entire warehouse 
to use it. 

Welty had few doubts he could build a robot 
that could address those flaws. Starting with 
mainframe software in the 1970s, he had spent 
his career on the leading edge of technology. 
He was based in the Boston area, a hotbed of 
robot technology, and knew many of the play-
ers from lectures, meetings, and lab visits. 

In fact, by 2012 it was growing much easier 
to build autonomous robots by integrating 
proven mechanical components, sensors, 
and software into a smart system, said Kostas 
Bekris, an associate professor of computer sci-
ence at Rutgers University. 

One of the key breakthroughs was improved 
AI systems for vision, Bekris said. Not only 
have sensors improved and come down in 
price, but engineers have become more pro-
ficient in fusing data from different types of 
sensor systems into usable 3-D images. Better 
vision systems enable robots to navigate a busy 
warehouse while avoiding collisions.

Technologists can also draw on a vast array 
of software, including the industrial version 
of the open-source robot operating system, 
ROS-Industrial. Other programs help process 
sensory data, map environments, and find loca-
tions. 

Despite these advances, robots cannot do ev-
erything. They may be able to wheel down the 
aisles and find the right bin, but once they get 

there, they are less effective than a human.
“Think of a fulfillment center and the tens 

of thousands of different items on the shelves,” 
said Erik Nieves, who spent 25 years at Yas-
kawa before starting his company Plus One 
Robotics. “What makes a human so successful 
in that environment?”

Nieves says humans outpace robots when it 
comes to vision and grasping ability. Humans 

are also able to think 
on their feet. “Put a 
promotional logo on a 
pack of batteries and 
the vision system may 
no longer recognize 
it,” he said.

Some of these 
issues are problems 
that won’t be solved 
for a generation, 
Nieves says, so his 
company is address-

ing only the parts that can be tackled with to-
day’s technology. Other robot developers have 
come to a similar conclusion. Their robots, 
which are just reaching warehouses now, not 
only look and work differently than Kiva’s, they 
are a lot more autonomous.

Imaging the Environment
Next-generation robots have master control 
systems to optimize their movements, as do the 
Kiva robots. But these new robots are designed 
to collaborate with human workers rather than 
banishing them from the aisles, which means 
the robots must move briskly across the ware-
house floor while avoiding people, forklifts, 
pallets, and boxes. They must identify blocked 
passages to plan alternate routes, and com-
municate with workers when they reach their 
destination. 

To do these things quickly, robots must be 
smart enough to make these decisions while 
moving up to 2 meters/second.

That starts with sensors that image the envi-
ronment and help avoid collisions. Most robot 
startups base their vision system on LIDAR, 
which scans its environment 20 times a second 

While Kiva 
cost much 
less than a 
sophisticated 
conveyor  
system, it  
was still  
expensive. 
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with a laser beam to produce a 3-D image. 
Chuck, the robot built by 6 River Systems, 

uses an off-the-shelf LIDAR that costs about 
$800 and sees 25 m. LIDAR works well for ob-
stacle avoidance, but Chuck uses it only to scan 
the 6 in. closest to the floor. Jerome Dubois, 
cofounder of 6 River, said, “If a person stands 
in front of it, it sees feet and legs but may think 
this is a rack and cut the corner instead of 
slowing down and take a wider route around.”

To help Chuck make safer decisions, 6 River 
incorporates a second vision system, a 3-D 
camera like those found on Microsoft Kinect. 
That system flashes a grid of dots onto the en-
vironment and measures their spread to assess 
distance. 

Melonee Wise, CEO of Fetch Robotics, com-
bines LIDAR with a time-of-flight 3-D camera. 
Instead of shining a grid of dots, it flashes a 
blast of infrared light and times the reflections 
to measure distance. She says it is more reli-

able than other 3-D cameras, which may have 
problems with sunlight or bright lights. It also 
images “difficult” objects, like forklifts with 
their tines in the air. The cameras have a range 
of 5 to 15 m and cost from $500 to $1,500.

Vision systems also enable robots to map 
the warehouse as they roll across the floor. 
Customers can then “paint” the map to define 
permanent features like racks, packing areas, 
loading docks, and battery recharging sta-
tions. They may also add preferred robot lanes, 
one-way aisles, and places where robots should 
queue while awaiting assignment. Users then 
use this logical map to promulgate the rules of 
the road. They might, for example, tell robots 
to slow down in high-traffic areas or sound 
warning beeps when making turns.

The robots update the map continuously, 
Dubois added. “If a robot sees a pallet on the 
ground, it adds it to the map,” he said. “Then 
every other robot in the warehouse knows it is 

Chuck, an autonomous robot from 6 River Systems, relies on automatic mapping and sophisticated sensors to work 
safely with workers.



there and plans accordingly.”
To avoid obstacles or find the fastest path to 

a pick, robots must know their precise location. 
Kiva’s floor barcodes work well on predefined 
routes, but they are too difficult to install and 
maintain when robots have free run of the 
entire warehouse. Most autonomous robots 
orient themselves using warehouse Wi-Fi 
networks, but technologists must also design 
robots to move safely in dead zones with little 
or no Wi-Fi reception.

Proving Grounds
The next generation warehouse robots have 
more in common than sensors and software. 
They also behave similarly. Unlike Kiva, which 
brought products to people, these robots 
improve productivity by shuttling products 
between pickers and packers.

They also help workers find their picks and 
reduce errors. For instance, 6 River’s Chuck 
rolls down the aisle to the target shelf and 
shines a light to show where the bin is located. 
Most robots also have display screens to show 
the product and quantity, and built-in scan-
ners to confirm the worker fulfilled the order 
correctly. 

A single robot might pick up parts of differ-
ent orders from several nearby aisles.

“Chuck might come back with 12 different 
orders in two bins,” Dubois said. “It might 
drop off three orders at the UPS express pack 
station, and three more for gift wrapping. The 
rest go to another station. The display shows 
workers at each station what to grab. Normally, 
a warehouse would sort these combined orders 
with combination of conveyors, diverts, and 
chutes. With a mobile robot, you get the sorting 
for free.” 

Even so, Dubois freely admits that Chuck 
is not as efficient as Kiva’s rolling shelves. But 
6 River’s system does cut walking time by at 
least half, and operators do not have to rebuild 
their warehouse to deploy it. Chuck also costs 
less. Dubois, a former Kiva executive, estimates 
that a Kiva system cost $500,000 per packing 
station, compared with $60,000 for Chuck, 
including hardware and software. 

Most warehouses that purchase these next-
generation robot systems will pay back the 
investment in 18 to 24 months. Locus, Fetch, 
and other companies make similar claims. In 
fact, Fetch offers a stripped-down system that 
can pay for itself within two or three months, 
Wise said. 

These next-generation robots also boost 
throughput and reduce errors and theft, all 
with a smaller workforce. These economics are 
impossible to ignore, especially when Amazon 
is showing how they drive business efficiency. 

Economics make warehouses a great proving 
ground for autono-
mous robots. The 
need is there, and the 
environment is chal-
lenging. Although 
warehouses are 
controlled environ-
ments, they are 
filled with changing 
obstacles, traffic, 
and unexpected 
surprises. Unlike 
driverless cars on a 
roadway, warehouse 
movements are 
slow enough—less 
than 5 mph, rather 

than 50—for today’s autonomous technology 
to process images and make decisions about 
movements. That means warehouse robots, 
unlike self-driving cars, can operate without 
a technician onboard who can take over in an 
emergency.

So, think of warehouses as labs for autonomy, 
a way to test the emerging supply chain of sen-
sors, hardware, software, and machine learning 
tools that make autonomy possible. 

Today’s warehouses are just the beginning. 
From them will spring the proven technologies 
that will eventually bring autonomous robots 
to factories, hospitals, malls, city streets, and 
eventually high-speed roadways. ME

ALAN S. BROWN is associate editor at Mechanical  

Engineering magazine.

Although 
warehouses 
are controlled 
environments, 
they are  
filled with 
changing 
obstacles, 
traffic, and 
unexpected 
surprises.
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POWER 
SUIT

People are soft. That’s not a moral indict-
ment, it’s just a physiological fact. 

That softness makes encasing humans in 
hard, rigid machines problematic.

“When you use hard structures with soft 
tissues, you end up with things like abrasions, 
blisters, and bruises,” said Angela Boynton, a 
mechanical engineer at the Aberdeen Proving 
Ground in Maryland.

Boynton works on a team dedicated to devel-
oping exoskeletons that would assist soldiers in 
carrying heavy loads across long distances. There 
are many challenges involved with that project—
creating durable miniaturized motors and light-
weight power packs—but perhaps the greatest 
stumbling block is human frailty. 

“The goal is actually to wear these for 72 
hours,” Boynton said. “You can’t have a suit that is 
causing blisters and bruises on the person.”

Engineers at the Harvard Biodesign Lab believe 
they have the answer to matching a powerful 
exosuit to a squishy human: Make the suit soft, as 
well. 

The exosuits are robotic external skeletons 
made of soft, lightweight, and fl exible material 
so that people can wear them like the Spandex 
athletic wear. 

Once these suits exit the lab, they could sup-
port soldiers as they walk or increase their endur-
ance. Ultimately, it is hoped that exosuits will one 
day assist people with injuries or disabilities that 

impair their mobility, or enable workers to spend 
the day on a factory fl oor without fatigue. 

HARD PROBLEM

The mental model for powered exoskeletons 
is Iron Man, the fi ctional superhero who wears a 
suit of battle armor bristling with weapons. For 
decades, engineers working toward a more mod-
est goal—helping people who are fully paralyzed 
with a spinal cord injury walk again—have fol-

Soldiers carry more equipment than ever. 

A new type of flexible support system 

may help them shoulder that load.

By Tom Gibson



lowed a similar path. Hard sur-
faces would enable engineers 
to attach powerful motors and 
actuators, and rigid joints would 
provide support for the weight of 
that equipment and the necessary 
power supply. 

Each assumption led to a choice 
that made the suits bigger and 
more cumbersome.

When Conor Walsh was an under-
graduate mechanical engineering student 
at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland, he 
saw a magazine article about a project 
funded by the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency, or DARPA, to develop a 
set of powered rigid leggings. 

“I think I was in my junior year, and it 
was the coolest thing ever,” he recalled. 

Within a few years, as a graduate student 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
in Cambridge in the mid-2000s, Walsh was 
using DARPA money to build hard exoskel-
etons of his own. In spite of making some 
progress, it was slow going.

By the time he started working at Harvard’s 
Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engi-
neering, Walsh realized that he needed to take 
things in a new direction. Instead of making 
everything bigger and more power-hungry, the 
key was to ask the suit to do less. 

“We’re coming from an entirely diff erent 
perspective and developing systems that 
don’t give as much resistance, so they’re 
not quite as powerful,” Walsh said. Rather 
than doing the walking for the wearer—
physically picking up her legs and carrying 
them forward into a step—the suit could 
simply add support or power to the step the 
user is already taking. That radically reduces 

A powered exosuit developed at 
Harvard (left) is being tested by the 
U.S. Army as a way to help soldiers.
Photos: Harvard University (opposite), 
Tom Faulkner, RDECOM (above).
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the size and complexity of the suits, even if it limits 
the applicability. 

“They’re more suited for people who can walk but 
just not very well,” Walsh said, “such as someone who 
has suff ered a stroke or an elderly person.”

By 2014, his team at Harvard had secured a mul-
timillion-dollar grant via DARPA’s Warrior Web 
program to develop the concept of soft exosuits, and 
Walsh had founded the multidisciplinary Harvard 
Biodesign Lab to study ways to bring together robots 
and people. In addition to the sorts of engineers one 
would expect in a robotics lab, the Biodesign Lab em-
ploys a physical therapist, two apparel designers, and a 
pattern maker. The fashion school-trained lab mem-
bers assist the engineers by trying diff erent patterns 
of fabric, strapping, and webbing to fi nd combinations 
that are both comfortable and capable of transmitting 
large forces to the person’s body.

The result is a suit made of nylon, polyester, and 
Spandex that straps around the user’s hips and thighs 
and connects to boots at the heel. 

Rigid exoskeletons usually include sensors such as 
encoders or potentiometers in robotic joints that track 
joint angles, but those sensors are not compatible with 
soft structures. Walsh’s team had to design new sen-
sors that integrate into wearable garments, measur-
ing not the change in the angle of the joints directly, 
but the amount of stretch in the legs—between the 
hip and the back of the thigh, or from the front of the 
thigh to the top of the shin—that relates to the motion 
around the joint. In addition, they use other off -the-
shelf sensor technologies such as gyros, pressure sen-
sors, and inertial measurement units. 

When the user starts to walk, a computer processor 
tracks the gait and signals a system of motors and pul-
leys on cables strapped at the hips. The cables, sliding 
through sheaths much like the brake and shifting 
cables on a bicycle, pull to provide bursts of power at 
just the right moment to work with—not in place of—
the wearer’s muscles. 

The software is fl exible enough to change the tim-
ing and force of the pulls depending on the user or on 
the type of task being performed.

A diff erent system was developed for assisting arms 
and hands. Instead of cables, the team built fl uid-
based actuators driven by a small pump worn at the 
user’s waist or mounted on a wheelchair. Flexible 
tubes go to the actuators made from soft silicone that 
mount on the hands. One advantage of pneumatic or 

Technicians at the U.S. Army's Aberdeen Proving Ground 
in Maryland adjust the soft exosuit before a soldier tests it. 
The device, made of flexible straps and cables, is designed 
to boost power and endurance while walking.
Photos: Tom Faulkner, RDECOM (above), Harvard Univ. (opposite)

Walsh’s team had to design 

new sensors that integrate 

into wearable garments, 

measuring not the change 

in the angle of the joints 

directly, but the amount of 

stretch in the legs that relates 

to the motion around the joint. 



hydraulic actuators is that because they are mounted 
at the waist or in a backpack, they don’t add weight to 
the extremities being assisted.

“They’ve shown that you can apply big enough 
moments about the joints to provide people with a 
benefi t,” said Steve Collins, an associate professor of 
mechanical engineering at Carnegie Mellon University 
in Pittsburgh and director of the school’s Experimental 
Biomechatronics Laboratory, who is familiar with the 
work in the Harvard Biodesign Lab. “With their soft 
exoskeleton, they can reduce energy costs of walking 
by about the same amount as hard exoskeletons.”

THE LONG HAUL

Much of the funding for soft exoskeletons has 
come through DARPA, which has the goal of helping 
soldiers walk long distances while carrying a heavy 
load. An infantryman on the march can be expected 
to haul a rifl e and sidearm, ammunition for each, 
grenades, body armor, water, extra batteries, and 
more—as much as 100 pounds in some cases. Carry-
ing that weight fatigues soldiers and contributes to 
some of the chronic injuries reported by servicemen 
returning from combat.

An exosuit that reduces the physical toll on soldiers 
could improve the Army’s war-fi ghting capability.

At the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Angela Boyn-
ton says her group has worked closely with Walsh 
and his team for the last several years. The Harvard 
team has visited Aberdeen a half-dozen times with 
diff erent generations of their exosuits, and Boynton’s 
Army engineers have evaluated and critiqued each 
system. 

“I always try the suits on when they come, and the 
soldiers will, too.” Boynton said. “We go through the 
woods in it and then provide feedback to Conor and 
his team about any issues.” 

How well do they work? “They’ve been very 
comfortable to wear,” Boynton said. “The actuation 
the system provides is awkward at fi rst, but after you 
walk in them awhile, it gets to be a more natural feel. 
They’re still working on some things with uneven 
terrain, but they’re comfortable over a long period of 
time carrying a load.”

“The advantages are that you don’t have these 
heavy, bulky rigid elements that could cause a large 
penalty when you put the device on, that could inter-

fere with other things you want to wear like clothing 
or footwear,” Collins said. “You don’t have these big 
sharp things that could jam into your body.”

But Walsh sees applications beyond the military. 
For instance, fl exible powered suits could provide 
assistance during walking, hiking, running, and 
other sporting activities. Similar suits could be pro-
grammed to compensate for the limited strength and 
coordination of someone recovering from an injury 
or managing with a debilitating illness. 

The slimmer profi le of the soft exosuits will enable 
them to be more seamlessly incorporated in work set-
tings. “You’re going to see more and more industrial ap-
plications where people in factories are using it to help 
them perform their jobs better and safer,” Walsh said.

Too often, we associate softness with weakness. 
But in the case of Conor Walsh’s soft robotics, it 
is their very fl exibility that gives them so much 
strength—and potential. ME

TOM GIBSON, P.E. is a consulting mechanical engineer specializing in 

machine design and green building and a freelance writer specializing in 

engineering, technology, and sustainability. Based in Milton, Pa., Gibson 

publishes the online magazine Progressive Engineer.

An exosuit that reduces the physical toll 

on soldiers could improve the Army’s 

war-fighting capability.
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The way animals eff ortlessly traverse 
dense brush, rocky hills, and other 
unpredictable terrains has always 
fascinated Aaron Johnson, robot 

afi cionado and assistant professor of me-
chanical engineering at Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh.  

“Even walking on a relatively fl at side-
walk can be very challenging for your aver-
age robot,” he said. “But animals are really 
good at moving in all kinds of places. So, the 
questions for me are, ‘How they are able 
to do that? And how might we apply that 
understanding to building better robots?’”

To answer those questions, Johnson is 
creating a Robotic Zoo, a menagerie of ro-
bots that mimic the movement of diff erent 
animals. By breaking down the mechanics 
of animal movement, he hopes to learn how 
to build robots that can handle a variety of 
situations.   

“Most animals use between two and eight 
legs, some insects even have more than 
that—but most artifi cial systems have been 
built with wheels or tracks. It would seem 
there is some advantage to be had from legs.  
But we haven’t yet fi gured out exactly what 
that advantage is,” he explained.  

The challenge, Johnson said, is to break it 

all down and see what can be extracted from animal movement to help build 
robots that can move through a variety of diff erent environments. 

“This isn’t about trying to fabricate biology,” he said. “Our goal is to build 
robots that interact with their environment as naturally as animals do,” 
Johnson added. ME

KAYT SUKEL, a Houston-based journalist, is the author of The Art of Risk. 

A LEG 
UP ON 
ROBOMECHANICS
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1  RHex – The Parkour Robot

COCKROACHES DON’T THINK MUCH about moving 

nimbly. “The control cockroaches use is relatively 

simple,” Johnson said. “They aren’t feeling for careful 

foot placement or doing complicated planning. The 

simple mechanics of those legs are what really drive 

their success in jumping vertically and getting across 

gaps.” RHex’s springy curved legs do the same, so it can 

scurry over uneven ground and jump over obstacles.

2  Odie – The Four-Legged Robot

DOGS WALK, RUN, AND JUMP for joy, but what ad-

vantages do four legs confer on the mechanics of move-

ment?  Johnson hopes to find out by comparing Odie 

with one of NASA's wheeled rovers. “It’s another way to 

understand why legs are so important—and what four 

legs may be able to do that a wheeled rover cannot.”

3  HERB – The Personal Assistant Robot

THE 1960s CARTOON, THE JETSONS, featured a 

robotic housemaid, Rosie. Johnson’s HERB could be the 

millennial Rosie, a “robotic butler” with long arms to 

help organize and clean up. “There is more than one 

type of challenging terrain, and cluttered table tops and 

kitchen environments are difficult for robots to manage, 

too,” Johnson said. With HERB, Johnson hopes to build 

a robot that interacts reliably with kitchen utensils and 

desktop objects. “By understanding more about the 

mechanics of movement, we can find better ways to 

design the way robots move and interact with this stuff 

in the future.”

4  Modular Snake

WITHOUT LEGS, SNAKES SLITHER over challenging 

terrain with ease. In collaboration with Carnegie Mel-

lon’s Robotics Institute, Johnson built a modular snake 

that wiggles into the most unlikely places. “You can get 

a robot like this one through a very small hole, say in a 

collapsed building or thick underbrush,” he said. Yet the 

same robot can zip across the floor or climb up a leg, 

he added.

5  RHex with A Tail

MOST ANIMALS HAVE TAILS, and Johnson has been 

working with biologists to devise experiments that 

determine how tails help animals move so he can 

duplicate those motions in tailed robots. “We’re learning 

that they help with inertial reorientation or reorienting 

the body so the robot can land on its feet,” Johnson 

said. They also help fast-moving animals, like cheetahs, 

turn on a dime. �
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Mind CONTROL
BY KAYT SUKEL

Nathan Copeland's mind directs 
his robotic arm to reach, grasp, 

and even fist-bump.
Photo: UPMC/Pitt Health Sciences



A
s so many good stories do, it all started 
in a bar.  

Nearly 10 years ago, Michael Boninger,  
a rehabilitative medicine specialist at 
the University of Pittsburgh Medical 

Center, met two other members of the Pitt fac-
ulty—Douglas Weber, a bioengineer, and Andrew 
Schwartz, a neurobiologist—at a local watering 
hole. Schwartz’s lab had developed new ways 
to use electrode arrays to extract movement-
related information from the brains of monkeys. 
After a beer or two that evening, Schwartz told 
Weber and Boninger that he was sure, if he could 
get a computer chip into the brain of a person 
with a spinal cord injury, he could not only re-
store their lost abilities to move, he could teach 
them to play the piano.

Boninger, who had an undergraduate degree 
in mechanical engineering from Ohio State, 
said he laughed at first. “I had just started piano 
lessons for the first time. I was struggling with 
it—for the record, I’m still struggling with it,” 
he said. “But in talking to Andy and Doug that 
night, it seemed like something within the realm 
of possibility. I told Andy, ‘I’m sure we can make 
that happen,’ and from there we formed this 
amazing collaboration.”  

Together, the three have developed a state-of-
the-art brain-machine interface, or BMI, that’s 
composed of a series of computer chips and elec-
trodes implanted directly into the human brain. 
It allows individuals with tetraplegia, a type of 
spinal cord injury that results in a lack of move-
ment and feeling to all four limbs, to operate a 
robotic arm—and do so by thought alone. 

Such mind-controlled devices may seem 
like something straight out of a science fiction 
story—or, at the very least, a story that never 

leaves the bar where it was first concocted. But 
brain-controlled prosthetics are being developed 
not just at UPMC, but  across the globe. Over the 
past five years, these prosthetics have enabled 
paralyzed individuals to grasp a water bottle, 
pour a cup of coffee, or play the video game 
Guitar Hero on a computer using their thoughts 
alone.

But that’s a long way from engineering safe, 
practical brain-controlled assistive devices that 

Can brain-machine interfaces help  
paralyzed people navigate the real world?

A biocompatible electrode array records 
and helps interpret signals from the 
user's brain. 
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can handle the mechanics of everyday living, 
such as walking on stairs or buttoning a shirt. 
Can scientists make BMIs both useful and usable 
outside the confines of the research laboratory? 

The answer is still a ways off, but so far 
researchers are making real progress toward 
practical brain-controlled prosthetics, which are 
also called neuroprosthetics. Some new BMIs, 
like the UPMC model, involve invasive surgi-
cal implants that conduct and relay the brain’s 
natural signals to robotic limbs. Others rely on 
electroencephalography (EEG) caps—systems 
that can read and relay neural signaling patterns 
from outside the skull—to operate some form of 
prosthetic. 

Some power limb-like prosthetics like the one 
being tested at UPMC, while others command 
specialized exoskeletons that surround and mo-
bilize paralyzed limbs. 

The ultimate goal, Boninger said, is to develop 
new assistive technologies that will help individ-
uals with tetraplegia, as well as those who may 
experience amputations, stroke, neurodegenera-
tive disease, or other medical issues, maximize 
their independence.

“The technologies becoming available are in-
credible,” said Jose Contreras-Vidal, an engineer 
and neuroscientist at the University of Houston 
who has been developing an EEG-controlled 
robotic exoskeleton called Rex. “But at the end 
of the day, if the patient doesn’t want to use it—if 
we can’t create something that the patient can 
use in an independent way—it doesn’t matter.”

Decoding the Brain
Nathan Copeland admits he was a bit anxious 

to meet President Obama. A participant in the 
UPMC BMI research program, Copeland, 30, 

has been wheel-
chair-bound for 
nearly a decade 
after a terrible 
car accident. 

As he and the UPMC team prepared for a big 
meet-and-greet with the president at the White 
House Frontiers Conference last October, the 
researchers were fiddling almost constantly with 
the BMI set-up attached to Copeland's head. Co-
peland said he kept telling himself to calm down, 
that President Obama was “just a guy.”

“He’s an incredible guy, sure—but still just a 
guy,” he says. “But it was such a cool thing to talk 
to him. He wasn’t just there for some photo op. 
He was there because he was really interested in 
the science.”

For a decade leading up to the White House 
Frontiers Conference, Boninger and his interdis-
ciplinary team, including his Pitt drinking com-
panions, moved step by step to build Copeland’s 
BMI system. 

First they worked off Schwartz’s animal-mod-
el studies and tested whether they could implant 
recording arrays into the brains of epileptic 
patients who were scheduled for craniotomies as 
part of their treatment. 

The researchers learned how to successfully 
record neural signals from the human brain us-
ing a specially designed biocompatible neural ar-
ray. They then learned how to remove the noise 
and translate those signals into commands for 
the robotic arm, and then finally they developed 
a way to provide some crucial sensory feedback 
to the person from the robotic arm. 

Copeland’s current system is anything but 
simple. He first had an array of chips and elec-
trodes surgically implanted into his brain. Those 
components are linked to a decoder—a device 

"At the end of the 
day, if the patient 
doesn’t want to use 
it—if we can’t create 
something that the 
patient can use in an 
independent way—it 
doesn’t matter."
—Jose Contreras-Vidal,  
engineer and neuroscientist  
at the University of Houston



that reads and relays brain signals—that pro-
trudes from Copeland’s skull. 

Currently, that decoder is linked by thick 
wires to several computers as well as to the 
robotic arm. This setup means that Copeland's 
ability to move the robotic arm is fairly ef-
fortless. But there’s a lot of sophisticated and 
expensive computing firepower at work behind 
the curtain. 

The researchers’ work is still far from done. 
Many people give up on assistive devices be-
cause they are too cumbersome, so minimizing 
the size, weight, and ungainliness of the equip-
ment is still a priority for the team, 

Jennifer Collinger, a biomedical engineer 
on the UPMC team, said, “[Nathan] is literally 
plugged into the system, which can limit his 
mobility.” 

For that reason, making the system wireless is 
critical, Boninger said: “The point is to develop 
a system that could one day help Nathan and 
others like him do a better job with everyday 
tasks like brushing his teeth, combing his hair, or 
holding and drinking from a cup of coffee unas-
sisted. We’re not there yet.”

But technology moves fast. Many BMI system 
components have already significantly decreased 
in size, Contreras-Vidal said. The amplifiers that 
help strengthen the magnitude of neural signals 
used to take up half a room; now, they can fit in 
the palm of a hand. They’ve also improved in 
terms of accuracy and signal-to-noise ratio. 

As long as researchers keep users’ needs front 
and center, they will be able to create BMIs that 
can benefit them outside the laboratory, Contre-
ras-Vidal said. That’s why both the UPMC and 
University of Houston teams collaborate with 
computer, electronic, and mechanical engineers 
to find smaller, more powerful system compo-

Dr. Eugene Alford (right), 
a plastic surgeon and 

paraplegic, wears an EEG 
cap that helps him walk.   

Photos: Carlos Landa, 
University of Houston

University of Houston researchers demonstrate 
EEG caps and two types of leg exoskeletons.
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nents, as well as biocompatible implants and 
light, durable materials for the prosthetics or 
exoskeletons themselves. 

Prosthetics that Sense
To create usable systems, designers of brain-

machine interfaces also need to incorporate 
sensory feedback. After all, our limbs don’t work 
in a vacuum. Our hands, arms, and legs pick up 
important haptic information from the environ-
ment—information that’s processed in the brain 
or spinal cord to generate signals that tell the 
limbs the appropriate amount of speed, grip, 
and force to use. This allows our limbs to move 
effortlessly through space.

The UPMC BMI is set up so that Copeland 
can receive sensory feedback directly to his 
brain when someone touches the robotic arm. 
While he describes those feelings as “weird,” 
they could one day help him better calculate the 
force with which to grasp and pull items. That 
feedback already improves his performance on 
many such tasks. 

Lewis Wheaton, Director of the Cognitive 
Motor Control Lab at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology in Atlanta, says that while BMIs can 
now let an individual with a spinal cord injury to 
feel something, we still don’t know about how to 
optimally “sensorize” a hand.

“There are a lot of things we don’t necessar-
ily understand even within a biological hand 
very well yet,” Wheaton said. “Where do you 
need feedback, exactly, to open a jar? To grasp a 
fragile object? To use appropriate force? These 
are open questions that will impact the mechan-
ics—and where and what sort of sensors you put 
on the prosthetic,” he explained. 

“We’ve had three decades of basic science 

that’s shown us how to translate neural activ-
ity into control signals for the robot,” UPMC’s 
Collinger said. “We’re at the point where we can 
move the arm in space fairly well and do simple 
grabs and postures.” 

But more sophisticated levels of control are 
needed, Collinger added—and that means figur-
ing out how to actually use sensory feedback to 
do more dexterous manipulation tasks. 

“It’s something that is going to take some 
time,” she said.

A Less Invasive Approach
Though many paralyzed individuals would 

welcome more freedom and mobility, they don’t 
necessarily want to have brain surgery to get it. 
That’s why Contreras-Vidal’s team has focused 
on a noninvasive approach using EEG record-
ing, involving a specialized hat that looks like 
a cross between an aviator’s helmet and your 
grandmother’s favorite shower cap. 

Like the UPMC team, Contreras-Vidal’s team 
has had to overcome a number of engineering 
hurdles, including developing the right algo-
rithms to decode the EEG signals. “The algo-
rithms to read the signals are improving quite 
dramatically,” he said. 

The EEG cap, like the implanted array, can 
track and translate the brain signals required 
to move a prosthetic—in this case, a robotic leg 
exoskeleton called Rex. But the EEG cap is not 
always as effective or accurate as the UPMC 
team’s arrays, Contreras-Vidal said. That said, 
it may still offer a less risky option, especially 
for individuals who may have medical issues 
beyond their tetraplegia or paralysis, he added. 

Still, some people will balk at the idea of 
wearing a large, white wired cap out in the 

Paralyzed individuals 
would welcome more 
freedom and mobility,  
but they don't necessarily 
want to have brain  
surgery to get it.



world, Contreras-Vidal admitted. This means 
there are design challenges to be addressed 
before such a cap could find widespread use. 

“We’d like to come up with different looks for 
the cap that are based on people’s preferences,” 
Contreras-Vidal said. Alternatively, they could 
hide the recording electrodes just below the 
skin with a minor incision. 

“That way you won’t see them on top of the 
head and you can still have an easy wireless 
network of electrodes,” he said.

There are other engineering problems that 
need to be solved before any BMI system, inter-
nal or external, can see prime time, Contreras-
Vidal said.

Researchers need to develop medically safe, 
biocompatible, and cost-effective materials and 
system components. A working system must be 
smart enough to self-correct from error states, 
like a self-driving car, Contreras-Vidal said. 

It should also be available off the shelf, he 
said, and be able to easily and effortlessly cali-
brate itself to the individual brains that will run 
it. 

For this reason, engineers in the field must 
agree about system inputs and outputs to create 
a plug-and-play system with different options. 
In that way, individuals who need different 
kinds of assistance can create a neuroprosthetic 
that will best work for them. 

Toward Everyday Use
There's no doubt that today's BMI systems 

are cool. But ultimately they must be more than 
cool. They must be useful, and they must not be 
so burdensome or unbecoming that people don’t 
want to wear them, Contreras-Vidal said. 

Wheaton agrees. “While people have tried 

to integrate sensors and different elements of 
robotics into prosthetic design, you find that 
a lot of individuals, particularly those that use 
upper-limb prostheses, tend to go for simpler, 
hook-like devices,” he said. They’re easier to 
learn how to use, and often lighter and better 
balanced. “And you can’t ignore that they are a 
lot less expensive than the fancier options,” he 
added.

Engineers, therefore, need to focus on how a 
brain-controlled prosthetic might actually be 
used to promote rehabilitation and activities of 
daily living, Wheaton said. 

According to him, they should consider 
whether the device will integrate into everyday 
behavior; whether it’s comfortable, appropriate, 
and maneuverable; whether it feels natural and 
is also easy to use; and whether it can handle 
weight or water. “Once you get out of the labo-
ratory, all these questions start to bind together, 
and you need to find a way to answer them,” he 
said.

That’s why having a multidisciplinary re-
search team is so important, Boninger said. It’s 
also why he, Schwartz, and Weber still meet at 
the local bar from time to time—but now they 
include a host of other researchers from a vari-
ety of science and engineering disciplines. With 
so many different perspectives and opinions, he 
is hopeful that he will one day be able to offer 
patients a system that can actually maximize 
their independence.

 “This is going to happen by taking small 
steps,” Boninger said. “We may not get there in 
10 years. But we will get there eventually.”  ME

KAYT SUKEL, a Houston-based writer, is the author of The Art 

of Risk. For more articles about biomedical engineering, visit 

aabme.org.

A working system must 
be smart enough to 
self-correct, available 
off the shelf, and able 
to easily calibrate itself 
to individual brains.
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ENERGY CONVERSION, SECOND EDITION

D. Yogi Goswami and Frank Kreith, editors  

CRC Press, 6000 Broken Sound Parkway NW, 
Suite 300, Boca Raton, FL 33487. 2017.

Goswami and Kreith have updated their comprehensive 

overview of the energy field, beginning with status at 

the global level and then allowing expert authors to drill 

down into specific resources and technologies. The breadth of coverage—from 

tried-and-true coal-fired steam power plants to speculative technologies such 

as fusion and ocean energy conversion—should provide ammunition for any 

point of view and food for thought for anyone contemplating the future direction 

of the power industry. The book also looks at energy storage technologies, 

including batteries and mechanical systems, as well as the potential for simple 

energy conservation and improved energy efficiency to obviate the need for new 

generating capacity.

 

1,204 PAGES. $172.95. ISBN: 978-1-4665-8482-2

THE DRIVER IN THE DRIVERLESS CAR 

Vivek Wadhwa and Alex Salkever 
Berrett-Koehler Publishers, 1333 Broadway, 
Suite 1000, Oakland, CA 94612. 2017.

Wadhwa, a distinguished fellow at Carnegie Mellon Uni-

versity’s College of Engineering, proposes three questions 

that probe the merits of every emerging technology: Does it 

have the potential to benefit everyone equally? What are its risks and rewards? 

And does it promote autonomy or dependence? Wadhwa and his coauthor use 

that lens to examine the prospect of autonomous vehicles, artificial intelligence, 

genetic manipulation, and other technologies that have made the leap from the 

science fiction shelves of the library to the business section of the newspaper. 

“The distant future, then, is no longer distant,” they write, adding that our 

institutions are “drowning in a sea of change as the pace of technological change 

outstrips them.”

 

240 PAGES. $24.95. ISBN: 978-1-6265-6971-3 

Advanced Energy Efficient 
Building Envelope Systems 
MONCEF KRARTI, EDITOR  

ASME Press Books,  
Two Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. 2017.   

T
his monograph, the latest in the Technologies for 
Sustainable Life series, places a spotlight on in-
novative building envelope systems, which enable 
structures to maintain comfortable interior condi-
tions with great efficiency. For instance, dynamic 

insulation materials can change their thermal properties to 
reduce building heating and cooling thermal loads, while 
variable reflectance coatings for application on roofs can 
lower or even eliminate the energy penalties associated 
with reduced solar heat gains during the heating operation 
of buildings. Multilayer “living walls” that use biomimet-
ric principles and phase-change materials can adapt with 
the changing outdoor conditions, and breathing walls can 
recover energy wasted as heat seeps through from interior 
spaces. These breathing walls, the monograph suggests, 
might even be able to filter enough particulates and other 
pollution from building ventilation intake to effectively 
clean urban air.
 
142 PAGES. $99; ASME MEMBERS, $79. ISBN: 978-0-7918-6137-0      

FEATURED
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JULY 2 – 6, 2017 

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
ON NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
(ICONE 25) 

Shanghai, China

JULY 9 – 14, 2017 

SUMMER HEAT TRANSFER 
CONFERENCE (SHTC) 

Bellevue, Washington

JULY 16 – 20, 2017 

PRESSURE VESSELS & PIPING 
CONFERENCE (PVP) 

Waikoloa, Hawaii

JULY 24 – 26, 2017 

INTERNATIONAL PIPELINE 
GEOTECHNICAL CONFERENCE (IPG) 

Lima, Peru

JULY 30 – AUGUST 3, 2017 

FLUIDS ENGINEERING DIVISION 
SUMMER MEETING (FEDSM) 

Waikoloa, Hawaii

AUGUST 6 – 9, 2017 

INTERNATIONAL DESIGN ENGINEERING 
TECHNICAL CONFERENCES & COMPUT-
ERS AND INFORMATION IN ENGINEER-
ING CONFERENCE  (IDETC/CIE 2017) 

Cleveland, Ohio

AUGUST 29 – SEPTEMBER 1, 
2017
INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL CONFER-
ENCE AND EXHIBITION ON PACKAGING 
AND INTEGRATION OF ELECTRONIC 
AND PHOTONIC MICROSYSTEMS 
AND INFORMATION STORAGE & 
PROCESSING SYSTEMS CONFERENCE 
(INTERPACK/ISPS)

San Francisco, California

SEPTEMBER 18 – 20, 2017
CONFERENCE ON SMART 
MATERIALS, ADAPTIVE STRUCTURES 
AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS (SMASIS)

Snowbird, Utah

OCTOBER 11 – 13, 2017
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS AND CONTROL 
CONFERENCE (DSCC) 

Tyson's Corner, Virginia

OCTOBER 15 –18, 2017
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FALL 
TECHNICAL CONFERENCE (ICEF) 

Seattle, Washington

OCTOBER 16 – 19, 2017
ASME/BATH 2017 SYMPOSIUM ON 
FLUID POWER AND MOTION CONTROL 

Sarasota, Florida

 

OCTOBER 24 – 26, 2017
OTC BRAZIL AND RIO PIPELINE

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

NOVEMBER 3 – 9, 2017
INTERNATIONAL MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING CONGRESS 
& EXPOSITION (IMECE) 

Tampa, Florida

DECEMBER 7 – 8, 2017
GAS TURBINE INDIA CONFERENCE 

Bangalore, India

EXPERIENCE 
ASME’S GLOBAL 
CONFERENCES

There’s nothing like a face-to-

face meeting to recharge your 

batteries, fuel your creativity, 

and renew your sense of mission. 

ASME’s conferences are must-

attend events when you’re 

seeking to gain new knowledge, 

expand your professional 

network, and strengthen your 

connection to the mechanical 

engineering community.

HERE’S WHAT’S COMING UP IN 2017:

GO.ASME.ORG/EVENTS



BIM PRESENTATION

GRAPHISOFT, BUDAPEST

A developer of building information modeling applications for architects, 

Graphisoft has added virtual reality functions to BIMx, its BIM presentation and 

communication app. Architectural and interior design firms now have an immersive 

way to share their projects. Android and iOS smartphone users may now navigate 

in the 3-D space by turning their heads in the desired direction. The new VR 

functionality was added with Google Cardboard viewer and raises BIMx’s visual 

appeal, the developer says. Architectural models can seem to come alive during 

BIMx presentations. The update enables selection of more than one element from 

an inbound hyperlink, allowing data access on construction sites and with facilities 

managers.

PLANT DESIGN

INTERGRAPH PP&M, HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

Intergraph Process, Power, & Marine, a provider of enterprise engineering software 

to the power and marine industries, has released CADWorx 2017, its latest 

application for plant design and automation. The Intergraph CADWorx Plant Design 

Suite is an integrated, complete AutoCAD-based software series that provides 

intelligent drawing and database connectivity, advanced levels of automation, 

and easy-to-use drafting tools. With a range of tools for efficient plant design 

and significant enhancements to streamline the work process, CADWorx 2017 

provides greater flexibility in component types, automatic clouding of model 

revisions, reduced complexity of piping specification administration, and improved 

component selection during design. 
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CGTECH, IRVINE, CALIF. 

C
GTech’s new VERICUT module simulates both 
the additive and traditional machining 
capabilities of hybrid CNC machines 
to tackle such challenges as accurate 
laser cladding and material deposition, 

detecting collisions between the machine and 
additive part, and fi nding errors, voids, and 

misplaced material. VERICUT 8.1 adds the 
ability to identify potential problems that can 
occur when integrating additive methods. 
The simulation module uses the same post-
processed NC code used to drive the CNC 
machine. Users can virtually experiment with 
combining additive and metal-removal 
processes to determine optimal safe hybrid 
machining production methods.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING
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MACHINING
 
MECSOFT CORP., IRVINE, CALIF.
 

MecSoft, a developer of CAD/CAM software solutions, has released RhinoCam 2017, 

the latest version of an integrated CAM solution for the Windows version of 

Rhinoceros 5.0. New machining features include three-axis pockets, prismatic 

pockets, slots, and planar faces. Bosses can now be detected in solid models, and 

a new four-axis surface operation for true four-axis milling was introduced along 

with tooltip help and algebraic operations in all dialogs. Feature-based machining 

and automated milling is intended to increase productivity for users. 

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS
 
MENTOR GRAPHICS CORP., WILSONVILLE, ORE.
 

FloEFD, Mentor Graphics’ latest front-loading computational fluid dynamics 

product, is intended for complex design challenges. Design engineers are now 

able to examine and evaluate design options, resulting in optimized product 

performance and reliability. The updated application provides a simulation solution 

for water vapor absorption along with other lighting-related functionalities. 

The latest release of FloEFD allows users to simulate sorption and desorption 

processes. The radiation modeling capability for FloEFD software has also 

been further extended to include radiation pattern and spectrum definitions for 

directional sources. FloEFD is offered with user interfaces in Japanese, Chinese, 

French, German, Russian, English, and Korean.

MECHANICAL DESIGN
 
VERICAD, LIBEREC, CZECH REPUBLIC
 

VariCAD 2017 now includes support for 3-D input devices such as Space Pilot 

or Space Mouse. In the new release, those devices allow users to change view 

without a cursor movement. In 3-D, you can rotate the view around 3 axes, and 

pan or zoom the view. In 2-D, you can only pan or zoom the view. Solids can be 

created from multiple sketching planes rotated around the X axis. Users may copy 

pre-defined attributes into BOM lines with one click; for attributes like “date,” 

“designer,” or similar, that feature may save time. Users can also work with 

multiple files and use transient lines as well as construction lines.

PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
 
OMNIFY SOFTWARE, TEWKSBURY, MASS.
 

Omnify has released Empower PLM version 7.0 on a new platform offering 

enhanced UX, modern interface and navigation. New browser technology promises 

an enhanced experience, updated look, improved navigation, and extended 

interface options. New security features have been added for both on-premises and 

Hosted/SaaS customers. CADKit, Empower’s design integration tool, now includes 

an upload wizard to guide engineers when uploading design data from third-party 

tools. The upload utility will automatically recognize and apply any changes. 

Empower offers both on-premises and hosted deployment options. New security 

features include an improved password framework with new retrieval options and 

an extended authentication platform.

VR DESIGN TOOL
 
VIRTALIS, SALE, U.K.
 

Virtalis has released an updated version of the VR4CAD product design application. 

Developed with CAD engineers in mind, VR4CAD utilizes Virtalis’ accessible 

and affordable Visionary Render software to enable users to take advantage 

of the falling cost of VR hardware. VR4CAD works with an impressive list of 

CAD packages, CreoView, SolidWorks, Autodesk Inventor, CATIA V5, Open JT, 

Unigraphics NX, FBX, and Collada. VR4CAD speedily transforms CAD models into 

full 3-D VR and can save viewpoints, annotations, and snapshots. The upgrade 

gives users additional features such as collaboration, clustering, iRay, point 

clouds, terrain module, and a gallery for finished renders.

DIGITAL DESIGN
 
PTC, NEEDHAM, MASS.
 

PTC has released the latest version of its Creo 4.0 3-D CAD software, which 

introduces new capabilities for the Internet of Things, additive manufacturing, 

augmented reality, and model-based definition. Creo 4.0 includes core modeling 

enhancements and new functionalities for designers. Product developers can 

take advantage of Internet of Things-based functions to better understand how 

products are used and to improve design decisions. The updated application 

also allows for more engaging visual experiences of designs by bringing the 

digital product into the physical world. Designers may implement model-

based definition and increase efficiency in product development by reducing 

dependency on 2-D drawings, enhancements that help designers leverage the IoT 

to support digital product design.  ME
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SIEMENS CORP., NEW YORK.

S
iemens joined its Simati S7-1500 T-COU controller 
with its Sinamics servo drive system, 
and the Siemens TIA Portal engineer-
ing framework was born. The matched 
controller and drive system is designed 

to streamline electronic gearing, camming, 
and other advanced motion-control appli-
cations. The new controller is suitable for 
safety applications, eliminating the need for 
multiple CPUs in standard, safety, and motion 
control automation tasks. A user-friendly in-
tegrated cam editor simplifi es confi guration, 
optimization, and diagnostics of variable, po-
sition-dependent transmission ratios between 
leading and following axes. The cams can be 
changed or readjusted for product changes, 
even while the machine is running.

ETHERNET SWITCH

AUTOMATIONDIRECT, CUMMING, GA.

The Stride SE2 DIN 

rail-mountable 

switches offer up to 

16 ports and include 

models with Gigabit 

Ethernet and small 

form-factor pluggable 

(SFP) options. Select 

models are IP65-

rated to withstand 

washdown. The “plug-

and-play” feature of 

the rail-mountable 

switches starts operation immediately once powered up and connected to the 

network. They have a wide operating temperature range and are available with a 12-48 

Vdc or 18-30 Vac redundant power input, reverse polarity protection, and IP30 metal 

cases. Designed to survive the extreme temperatures and noise of industrial power, 

the switches meet hazardous location requirements (Class I Div. 2), and the IEC60068-

2 standard for vibration resilience, providing years of connectivity in applications too 

tough for commercial-grade switches.

STEPPER MOTION CONTROL

IDEC, SUNNYVALE, CALIF.

The complexity and cost of motion control has long frustrated industrial 

applications. In conjunction with Advanced Micro Controls Inc., IDEC Corpo-

ration aims to keep it simple with a 

new line of motion-control stepper 

products, including an integrated 

controller, drive, and stepper motor. 

The thermally efficient design of 

AMCI by IDEC’s all-in-one motion 

control iSMD23E requires no heat 

sinks and operates over a wide range 

of input power, from 24-48 Vdc. When 

combined with an IDEC FC6A PLC 

and its embedded 

motion control macro 

instructions, these 

products are de-

signed to allow users 

to quickly and with 

no fuss implement 

single- and multi-

axis motion control.

TOOLS//HARDWARE

TECHNOLOGY CONTROLLER
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FITTINGS AND TUBING
 
AUTOMATIONDIRECT, CUMMING, GA.
 

Push-to-connect fittings and tubing provide a conduit for 

potable water and beverage systems, such as brewing, 

coffee and drink dispensing, soup and liquid food production, 

and municipal and residential water treatment. Suitable for 

use with polyethylene and other flexible tubing, the fittings 

withstand up to 145 psi at 70 °C (158 °F). Optional retaining 

clips prevent accidental tube removal. Quality brass fittings 

work well with air, water, oil, oxygen, nitrogen and argon. 

Flexible and lightweight polyethylene tubing (5/32- to ½-in.) 

comes in seven colors: black, blue, natural, red, yellow, green, 

and white. Chemical-resistant and easy-to-use PVC hose 

incorporates a polyester spiraled yarn that endures higher-

pressure applications. 

CUTTERS
 
KENNAMETAL, LATROBE, PA.
 

Kennametal has added a new product to its successful line of Mill 4 indexable 

milling cutters gains. With a unique insert geometry and extremely accurate 

pocket positioning, the Mill 4-11 offers the free cutting action of a single-sided 

insert at the low cost per edge of a double-sided. Available in a variety 

of mounting options, cutter diameters range from 16 mm to 80 

mm. The Mill 4 offers high metal removal rates, excellent 

tool life, and surface finish that frequently eliminates 

semi-finishing operations. It can even be used 

as a finishing cutter, reducing reliance on 

expensive solid carbide end mills. Due 

to its free-cutting capabilities, 

it is ideal for successful 

metal removal in 

less-than-rigid 

setups 

and on 

light-

duty machine 

tools, 

multitaskers, and 

live-tool lathes. 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES

ACE, SOUTH BELOIT, ILL.
 

American Control Electronics partnered with Brother Gearmotors in developing a 

selection of variable frequency drives as a product add-on to its portfolio of ac 

gear motors and reducers. OEM customers benefit from easy access to an opti-

mized VFD for the Brother subfractional power range, instead of purchasing an 

off-the-shelf VFD that may not be the ideal fit for the application. For example, a 

customer that buys a subfractional hp (1/100 to 1/6 hp) gear motor may have to 

choose a VFD rated for ¼ hp. ACE’s microprocessor-based VFDs control ac motor 

speed and torque by varying input frequency and voltage, which allows for more 

precise speed control and reduced energy consumption in packing, materials 

handling, food processing, and industrial applications.

SUBMISSIONS
Submit electronic files of new products and images by 
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HARDWARE

HIGH LIFT CHIP TRAPPER
 
EXAIR, CINCINNATI.
 

Designed to move liquid farther and higher, extend the life of coolants, 

and eliminate the worry of waste oil solids damaging equipment, Exair’s 

contraption promises a fast, easy way to clean coolant sumps, waste oil 

pits, or wells. It removes the solids such as chips, swarf, and shavings out 

of used coolants and other liquids with up to 15 feet of lift or 20 feet of 

horizontal vacuum. The 

Model 6190 comes in 

30, 55, and 110 gallon 

capacities, with a 

stainless steel two-

way pump, directional 

flow valve, drum, lever 

lock drum lid, shutoff 

valve, 10-foot vacuum 

hose, 20-foot com-

pressed air hose, chip 

wand, two filter bags, 

and a drum dolly. 

BARREL STACKS
 
GRACO, MINNEAPOLIS.
 

The updated design of these barrel stacks for Graco F-5 

and F4-55 two-component liquid silicone rubber injection 

molding meter, mix, and dispense equipment are available 

in both multi-pass and single pass designs. The stacks are 

easy to clean and assemble and have no tapered national 

pipe threads. Plastic molded mixers stack upon each other 

and prevent the sidewalling problem that may occur with 

older stainless steel mixer designs caused by repeated 

removal and installation. The plastic mixer also does not 

suffer from installation damage due to tight tolerance 

between the hosing and mixer. End users can now choose 

to clean the plastic mixer or dispose of it.

SELF-RETAINING BALL PLUNGERS
 
CARR LANE MFG., ST. LOUIS.

The company developed this product with an eye toward eliminating a machining 

step. These ball plungers can be easily and securely installed by hand in ordinary 

drill holes. A flexible design helps them compensate for hole tolerances up to 

0.008 in. The slotted end 

of the thermoplastic body 

expands to compensate 

in an oversized hole. The 

sturdy shoulder of the 

press-fit ball plunger 

provides a fixed seating 

position, resisting detent 

force. The plungers come 

in four sizes and fit in 

a plain hole, with the 

shoulder exposed, or 

slightly counterbored for 

flush installation. 

ANGLE SENSORS
 
NOVOTECHNIK U.S., SOUTHBOROUGH, MASS.
 

Novotechnik U.S. has introduced the RMB 3600 Series of absolute 

multi-turn angle sensors. The sensors are non-contact with galvanized 

steel housing and stainless steel shaft with up to 100 N working shaft 

load for HD version and are sealed up to IP 69K. These sensors are 

enhanced giant magnetic resistance devices that count turns even when 

power is removed and retain the turn count and angle information for 

years without power and have an operating speed up to 12,000 RPM. The 

Series is available in connector or cable versions as well as 5 and 24 V 

supply models. RMB 3600 Series versions have a MTTF of more than 

170 years.  All models have an operating temperature range of -30 °C  

to +85 °C and 0 to 98 percent RH, non-condensing. RMB 3600 Series 

sensors withstand shock to 50 g and vibration to 20 g.
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STAND-ALONE CONTROLLER

CENTERLINE, WINDSOR, ONT.

The VeriFast MicroView is the company’s latest addition to its fastener 

detection system product line, providing simple integration of analog linear 

position sensing devices into resistance welding systems that require digital 

I/O. A recognized industry leader in the design, manufacture, and supply of 

a full range of products and services satisfying welding, metal forming, and 

cold spray applications for the automotive, mass transit, aerospace, and 

defense industries, CenterLine designed the intuitive user interface to enable 

quick and easy control of all settings while the solid state design, standard-

ized connectors, and IP67-rated enclosure meet or exceed the demands of 

industrial manufacturing environments.

TEMPERATURE MONITORING
 
MICRONOR, CAMARILLO, CALIF.
 

Micronor collaborated with Optocon AG to create the FOTEMP1-

OEM-MNT, a low-cost, small-form-factor, single-channel signal 

conditioner that seamlessly integrates fiber optic temperature 

sensing into any industrial control system, medical instrumentation, 

or other OEM design. The standard FOTEMP1-OEM-MNT controller 

features a calibrated measurement range of -40 °C to +300 °C 

and built-in USB, RS232, and SPI interfaces. The product operates 

with all TS Series GaAs fiber optic temperature sensors accurately 

and reliably in challenging environments where electronics-based 

temperature sensors (thermocouples, RTDs) cannot function. The 

sensor’s entirely nonmetallic, passive optical design provides 

immunity to electromagnetic interference, radio frequency interfer-

ence, microwaves, high voltage, extreme magnetic fields, radiation, 

chemicals, and explosive atmospheres. 

BALL BEARINGS
 
IGUS, RUMFORD, R.I.

These self-lubricating, maintenance-free thin ring bearings 

were created to provide smooth motion and feel in automobile 

control systems and other applications subject to confined 

space and weight restrictions. In accordance with DIN 625 

for rotary controls, xiros 67 and 68 bearings are suitable for 

temperatures ranging from -40 °F to 176 °F and are available 

in two materials (xirodur B180 and S180) with inner diameters 

ranging from 4 mm to 30 mm. Custom dimensions and inte-

grated solutions available upon request. Customers can select 

from glass, 316 stainless steel, or high-strength plastic balls 

depending on application requirements. The bearings have been 

extensively tested to last for more than 100 million cycles 

(within permissible loads).



HARDWARE

HOLLOW-SHAFT ENCODERS
 
HEIDENHAIN, SCHAUMBURG, ILL.
 

Heidenhain introduced this series of connection encod-

ers to the manufacturing equipment industry early 

this year with increased functional machine safety 

in mind. The ECN/EQN/ERN 400 rotary encoders 

are well-suited to applications where quick 

machine shut-off is required in danger-

ous situations. The shaft coupling 

provides mechanical fault exclusion 

for connection to the customer’s 

machine shaft, making the encoders 

particularly useful in safety-related 

applications up to SIL 2 PL d category 3 

levels. They are available with a blind 

hollow shaft or a hollow through 

shaft in a choice of 10-mm or 12-mm 

diameter and come with either the 

EnDat 2.2 or DRIVE-CLiQ absolute serial 

interfaces or an analog 1 Vpp output. 

UNIVERSAL HYDRAULIC TOOLHOLDER
 
SCHUNK, MORRISVILLE, N.C. 

Schunk designed its Tendo E compact for such applications as 

milling, drilling, and reaming. New extended lengths in CAT 40 

(4-in.) and CAT 50 (6-in.) are designed for long reaches and use 

in multi-axis machines. For the first time ever, the company 

says, hydraulic expansion toolholders can safely transfer 

torques of up to 520 Nm (384 ft.-lbs.) at a 20-mm clamping 

diameter to facilitate high-volume cutting. Tools can be quickly 

changed with an Allen key. Vibration damping and precise 

run-out accuracy of less than 0.003 mm (0.0001 in.) at 2,5 x D 

protects the machine spindle and the cutting tool from damage.

ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOW INSTRUMENTS
 
ENDRESS+HAUSER, GREENWOOD, IND.
 

Proline 300/500 is a family of “smart” Coriolis mass and electromagnetic flow instruments 

created to simplify installation, speed commissioning, and streamline both operation and 

maintenance activities. The Proline Promass Coriolis mass flow meters are available in 11 

models ranging in sizes from 1/24 to 14 inches in diameter, for measuring flows up to 100,000 

tons per day. Proline Promag flow meters are available in three models in sizes from 1/12 to 78 

inches for volume flows up to 634 million gallons per day.  Both types are available in models 

suitable for high temperatures, corrosive fluids, hygienic, and sterile process applications.
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USB DATA LOGGER
 
PAUL N. GARDNER CO., POMPANO BEACH, FLA.
 

Gardner touts this waterproof, multi-use data logger 

as a cost-effective solution for temperature monitor-

ing of refrigerated vaccines, biological material, 

chemicals, and pharmaceuticals, and for document-

ing the transportation of fruits and vegetables. The 

palm-sized design of the midrange data logger with 

a 16k memory and three-year battery life lets it fit 

into tight quarters. Features include a program-

mable alarm that can be activated if the temperature 

exceeds a prescribed limit and an internal thermistor 

that accurately records time and temperatures for 

user-selectable readings in Celsius or Fahrenheit. 

USB cable and MaxiThermal software to read the log-

ger must be purchased as separate accessory items.

SERVO DRIVE SYSTEM

KOLLMORGEN, RADFORD, VA.

The AKD-N decentralized servo drive system boasts 

reduced costs, compact size, faster startup, and low 

maintenance. Robust construction eliminates the need for 

protective enclosures, allowing for a smaller and more eas-

ily integrated switch cabinet. Because of its size, durability, 

and IP67 rating, it can be mounted next to the motor. The 

patented design also allows for substantial cable reduc-

tion: The power supply, safety, and fieldbus communication 

are combined in a single cable of only 11 mm, saving 

machine builders significant control panel space, weight, 

and the related expense. On the motor side, only one cable 

is needed for power, brake control, and feedback, saving 

more than 8 percent in cabling.

ANTI-STATIC ION AIR CANNON
 
EXAIR, CINCINNATI.

Exair’s safe and handy ion air cannon eliminates static electricity and cleans at up to 15 feet, with no 

moving parts. Designed for bench tops, machine mounting, and hard-to reach spaces, an armored cable 

protects against cuts and scrapes, the emitter point is replaceable, and it features integrated ground 

connection and electromagnetic shielding. The patented Super Air Amplifier minimizes compressed air 

use by inducing surrounding airflow at a ratio of 22:1. Amplified airflow removes static charges in less 

than a half second. Easily controlled air volume and velocity, from a breeze to a blast, gently wipes or 

forcefully blows away contaminants. A sturdy stand with swivel adjustment directs the airflow. The 

electrical ion source is shockless, with no radioactive element. 
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ASME NEWS

Registration is still open for the 13th Pump & Valve Symposium—an 

event that is widely regarded as the premier conference on nuclear 

power plant inservice testing. The symposium, which is co-sponsored 

by ASME and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), will be held 

this month, from July 16 to 19, at the DoubleTree by Hilton Washington D.C.–

Silver Spring in Silver Spring, Md.

The four-day event will explore the latest issues, technology, develop-

ments, and trends in preservice and inservice testing of nuclear power 

plants. The symposium will feature the field’s leading experts—including 

prominent officials from the NRC and ASME code leaders—addressing a 

wide range of topics including NRC rulemaking, general ASME Operations 

and Maintenance Code scope, content and philosophy, and the pumps, 

valves, motor-operated valves, air-operated valves, snubbers, and risk 

insight activities that are vital to the safe operation and maintenance of 

nuclear power plants.

One highlight of the Symposium will be the keynote presentation to be 

given by Mary Jane Ross-Lee, acting Director for the Division of Operat-

ing Reactor Licensing in the NRC’s Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

Appointed to the commission’s Senior Executive Service in 2011, Ross-Lee 

currently serves as the Deputy Director for Division of Engineering.  ME

NUCLEAR POWER EXPERTS TO CONVENE IN D.C.

ASME HOSTS MULTI-SOCIETY ENGINEERING 
PUBLIC POLICY SYMPOSIUM
On April 25, ASME once again served as the lead organiz-

er for the annual Engineering Public Policy Symposium. 
The Symposium, now in its 14th year, brought together 

150 leaders—including presidents, presidents-elect, and ex-
ecutive directors—from 44 engineering societies, represent-
ing more than two million engineers. 

The Symposium was convened in conjunction with the Na-
tional Academy of Engineering Convocation, held in Wash-
ington, D.C., the previous day. 

Symposium attendees met in the Rayburn House Office 
Building for most of the day and heard from thought lead-
ers, government officials, Congressional members, and staff 
from both sides of the aisle about policy priorities pertaining 
to federal investments in engineering and science to spur in-
novation and competiveness. 

The Symposium is designed to inform and engage leaders 
of the engineering community on public policy issues that are 

important to advancing research and technology. Engineers 
play a vital role in meeting the challenges currently facing the 
nation and our future workforce, and the Symposium provides 
a platform for them to stay engaged in public policies that af-
fect virtually every aspect of the engineering profession. 

The symposium’s attendees included interns from the 
ASME's Early Career Leadership Intern Program to Serve 
Engineering (ECLIPSE). Joining Clare Bruff, senior man-
ager, Executive Operations, at the symposium were current 
and incoming ECLIPSE interns Ebele Ejiofor, Tran Mah-
Paulson, Ritesh Lakhkar, Rigoberto Lopez Jr., Harsheel 
Panchasara, Joseph Radisek, Nishant Trivedi, Jonathan Jen-
nings, Hasan Akhter, Leila Aboharb, and Katie Correll. 

At the conclusion of the Symposium, several ECLIPSE 
interns and other attendees took the opportunity to go on 
Congressional visits to their senators’ and representatives’ 
offices.  ME

Karen S. Pedersen (far left), 
president of IEEE-USA, 
introduces the “Federal 
Agencies: Research and 
Technologies” panel session. 
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ASME LEARNING  
& DEVELOPMENT  
PRESENTS NEW  
PROGRAM IN AUGUST

ASME Learning & Development will 

debut a new MasterClass series on pressure 

vessels and piping (PVP) during ASME Code 

Week in Minneapolis, Minn., this August. 

The new Case Study Series, “Pressure Vessel 

and Piping Failures: Causes, Mitigation and 

Repair,” will be held from Aug. 9-11 at the 

Doubletree by Hilton Bloomington–Minne-

apolis South.

The series, which will consist of seven 

case study workshops, is designed to provide 

engineers, inspectors, and regulators with 

practical guidance for making run-or-repair 

decisions based on the sound application of 

ASME/API codes, industry regulations, and 

engineering practice.

Each of the two-hour workshops, which 

will be led by PVP Code experts, will focus 

on the damage mechanisms, their causes 

and characteristics, methods of inspec-

tion to assess the damage levels, and the 

techniques and criteria for assessing the 

component’s fitness for service. Partici-

pants may register for any number of the 

workshops or sign up for all seven.

The series will kick off on Aug. 9 with 

“PVP Integrity Assessment and Repair Using 

ASME/API Codes—An Overview,” which will 

take place from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. The session 

will provide an introduction to integrity 

assessment and repairs of fixed equipment 

across industries including the chemical 

process industry, the oil and gas pipeline 

industry, refineries and petrochemicals, 

nuclear power, and fossil power plants.

Four case study workshops will be offered 

the following day and will be conducted by 

George Antaki and Tony Scribner. Antaki is 

an ASME Fellow with more than 40 years of 

experience in mechanical and structural in-

tegrity in the power and process industries. 

Scribner is an eminent materials engineering 

and corrosion control expert with 40 years of 

experience in failure analysis, materials se-

lection, and equipment design and process 

modifications for corrosion minimization. ME

E-FEST SEASON CLOSES 
WITH TENNESSEE EVENT 
ASME wrapped up its inaugural 

series of Engineering Festivals 
(E-Fests) with a lively and action-

packed event, E-Fest East, which was 
held in April at the Tennessee Techno-
logical University.

Approximately 835 students from 
more than 80 colleges and universi-
ties attended the festival in Cookeville, 
Tenn., located about 90 miles west of 
Nashville. Participants came from all 
parts of the United States as well as 
other countries including Canada, Co-
lumbia, Egypt, India, Mexico, Pakistan, 
and Taiwan. 

The enthusiasm at the festival was 
contagious. “I’m so excited to be here at 
E-Fest,” said Karen Ohland, a member 
of the ASME Board of Governors who 
participated in an 
ASME roundtable 
discussion. “It is 
amazing to see 
the energy and 
excitement of the 
students, to see the 
people who will 
be changing the 
world. The elec-
tricity is tangible.”

Other competi-
tions at E-Fest 
East included the 
Old Guard Oral 
and Poster competitions, with first-
place finishes by Joseph DaSilva of 
Western New England University and 
Kyle Hunter of the University of South 
Florida, respectively. Tennessee Tech 
came in first in the Innovative Additive 
Manufacturing 3D Challenge, a compe-
tition for products made with 3-D print-
ers, while students from the University 
of Mississippi took top honors at the 
Student Design Competition, a robotic 
pentathlon.

E-Fest East was much more than 
competition, however. The event 

featured two keynote presentations, in-
cluding one by Amy Elliott, a researcher 
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s 
Manufacturing Demonstration Facil-
ity. Elliott is well-known for helping 
to popularize science and technology, 
due to appearances on television and in 
web series. Eva Håkansson, an engineer 
who holds the record as fastest woman 
motorcyclist with her KillaJoule electric 
motorcycle, was the event’s second 
keynote presenter. This was the second 
E-Fest appearance by Håkansson, who 
again brought her popular message to 
students, that “engineers can be super-
heroes.” 

E-Fest East also featured workshops 
and lightning talks, with representatives 
from Autodesk, Siemens PLM, Southern 

Company, Nissan, 
NASA, Local Motors, 
Altair, and many 
more. Sponsors 
included Siemens 
PLM, Autodesk, 
Eastman Chemi-
cal, Altair, ANSYS, 
Maplesoft, Microsoft 
Surface, and Denso.

“Never before 
have I seen so many 
people from so many 
different groups 
come together so ef-

fectively in such a short time,” observed 
Amip Shah, chair of the ASME E-Fest 
Steering Committee and a roundtable 
participant. “The energy and passion 
of the students was simply amazing, as 
was the collaboration between ASME 
staff, volunteers, and our hosts at Ten-
nessee Tech. I strongly believe that the 
magic of ASME happens when folks 
who wouldn’t ordinarily cross paths 
come together in service of a greater 
cause. That’s what I saw happen here 
with E-fest East, and I couldn’t be more 
delighted.”  ME

The Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology 
team receiving their prize for first place 
overall in the HPVC at E-Fest East.
Photo: Harrison McClary
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What does an engineer do 
when he wants to know why 
his shoes come untied?  
He attaches sensors to his 
laces and runs experiments.

WEAK KNOT, 
STRONG KNOT

Oliver O’Reilly has always had a problem with shoelaces and he  
wanted to spare his daughter from the same embarrassment.  

As a professor of mechanical engineering at the University of 
California, Berkeley, who specializes in the dynamics of elastic rods, 
he saw the shoelace problem as a practical application of his research. 
So he dove into the issue with mechanical engineering doctoral stu-
dents Christine Gregg and Christopher Daily-Diamond. 

They quickly realized that computational methods couldn’t cope 
with the complexity of the simple problem. “The number of variables 
was staggering: shoelace type, shoe type, gait, and fitness level, not 
to mention how tight you tie, what knot you use,” O’Reilly said. “The 
degree becomes completely unmanageable.”

Instead, they experimented. The researchers started with swinging 
their legs and stomping their feet, but that didn’t move the knot. Even-
tually, the team attached an accelerometer to the laces and trained a 

high-speed camera on Gregg’s feet as 
she walked or ran on a treadmill. 

“What we saw surprised us,” 
O’Reilly said. “The laces became un-
tied rapidly in two or three strides.”

The team found that knots fail due 
to the variables of inertia and impact. 
In a paper published in Proceedings of 

the Royal Society A, they reported that the increasing inertial effects 
of the swinging laces leads to an increased rate of knot untying. The 
direction of the impact, the swing of the leg, and the type of the knot 
tied all have a profound influence on a knot’s tendency to untie under 
impact. For instance, Gregg’s shoes were tied with a weak knot (also 
known as the false or granny knot) rather than a strong, “square” knot.

“We know the mechanism for a knot to fall apart, but not why a 
weak knot is weak and a strong knot is strong,” O’Reilly said. “We have 
no mechanical measure for the strength of a knot.”

O’Reilly also suspects that other variables, such as the material the 
laces are made of, could have a large effect on the knot’s durability.

Beyond shoelaces, the findings have the potential to impact other 
knot-oriented applications, such as improving surgical sutures, he said.

What about kids whose shoelaces constantly come undone? Chil-
dren generally master the granny knot first, and parents don’t push 
them to learn stronger knots. 

“Tying itself is the achievement,” O’Reilly said. “The fact that my 
daughter could tie the lace—I didn’t care that it fell apart.”  ME

MEREDITH STETTNER is a writer based in Jersey City, N.J.

Researchers found that weakly tied 
knots could fall apart in as few as 
three strides. A square knot (above 
right) is more durable.
Photos: University of California, Berkeley 
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